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Abstract
Experiments were conducted at the GALCIT supersonic shear-layer facility (S3L) to investigate
aspects of reacting transverse jets in supersonic crossflow using chemiluminescence and schlieren
image-correlation velocimetry. In particular, experiments were designed to examine mixing-delay
length dependencies on jet-fluid molar mass, jet diameter, and jet inclination.
The experimental results show that mixing-delay length depends on jet Reynolds number, when
appropriately normalized, up to a jet Reynolds number of 5 × 105. Jet inclination increases the
mixing-delay length, but causes less disturbance to the crossflow when compared to normal jet
injection. This can be explained, in part, in terms of a control-volume analysis that relates jet
inclination to flow conditions downstream of injection.
In the second part of this thesis, a combustion-modeling framework is proposed and developed
that is tailored to large-eddy simulations of turbulent combustion in high-speed flows. Scaling argu-
ments place supersonic hydrocarbon combustion in a regime of autoignition-dominated distributed
reaction zones (DRZ). The proposed evolution-variable manifold (EVM) framework incorporates an
ignition-delay data-driven induction model with a post-ignition manifold that uses a Lagrangian
convected ‘balloon’ reactor model for chemistry tabulation. A large-eddy simulation incorporating
the EVM framework captures several important reacting-flow features of a transverse hydrogen jet
in heated-air crossflow experiment.
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Greek alphabet
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λK Kolmogorov length scale [m]
Θ Thermodynamic state [h, p] or [e, ρ]
µ Shear/dynamic (molecular) viscosity [Pa·s]
ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s]
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pi Normalized pressure (p/1 bar)
ρ Density [kg/m3]
ρ∞ Crossflow density [kg/m
3]
ρj Jet-fluid density [kg/m
3]
σ Standard deviation
τ Overall reaction-evolution variable
τi,0 Background induction-evolution variable
τi Induction-evolution variable
τc Combustion-evolution variable
θ Normalized temperature (T/1000 K)
θc Critical jet-injection angle [deg]
θdiv Test-section sidewall divergence angle [deg]
θj Jet-inclination angle [deg]
$ Crossflow-to-jet molar mass ratio
ζ Overall reaction-evolution rate [1/s]
ζi Induction-evolution rate [1/s]
ζ0 Pre-exponential fit parameter in characteristic ignition-delay time expression [1/s]
ζc Combustion-evolution rate [1/s]
Frequently used subscripts
()1 Upstream of jet injection
()2 Downstream of jet injection
()j Jet-fluid property
()∞ Crossflow-fluid property
()en Entrained-fluid property
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()eq Thermochemical-equilibrium fluid property
()F Fuel-stream fluid property
()Ox Oxidizer-stream fluid property
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Chapter 1
Background and introduction
Recent proof-of-concept developments in ground and flight testing of air-breathing vehicles in the
flight Mach 5-7 range have renewed interest in fundamental physical processes that contribute to
combustion and energy release in supersonic flows. High-speed and supersonic combustion is char-
acterized by intense turbulence, short residence times available for fuel-air dispersion, mixing, and
reaction, and, at low flight Mach numbers, only moderate pre-ignition temperatures to promote
autoignition. Improved understanding of relevant physical processes would help develop predic-
tive engineering models for the spatial and temporal distribution of heat-release in supersonic and
high-subsonic combustors.
Experimental investigation of supersonic reacting flows in ground-based facilities is challenging.
The main difficulties lie in generating sufficiently-high total enthalpy to obtain freestream static
temperatures above hydrogen or hydrocarbon autoignition temperatures (if such fuels are used), and
in obtaining experimental data from such flows. Available supersonic or high Mach number subsonic
reacting flow data are typically obtained using impulse facilities, such as shock or expansion tubes
(e.g., Rothstein 1992, Heltsley et al. 2007, Ben-Yakar 2000, Ben-Yakar et al. 2006, Gamba andMungal
2015a), or vitiated-air blow-down facilities (e.g., Mathur et al. 2001, Micka and Driscoll 2012).
Alternately, hypergolic reactants that ignite and react on contact at lower enthalpy corresponding
to ambient conditions can be used in a blow-down facility (Hall 1991, Slessor 1998, Bond 2000, and
others). There are challenges associated with hypergolic fuels, however, related to their extreme
reactivity.
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Measurements in supersonic reacting flows typically include wall pressure, stagnation temper-
ature using thermocouples, and increasingly, optical measurements. Optical flow measurements
include high-speed schlieren imaging (e.g., Ben-Yakar 2000), chemiluminescence (e.g., Nakaya et al.
2015b), OH planar laser fluorescence (OH-PLIF) (Lee et al. 1991, Rothstein 1992, Ben-Yakar 2000,
and others), and, more recently, CH or formaldehyde PLIF (e.g., Micka and Driscoll 2012). Due to
the complexity and effort involved in generating ground-based supersonic reacting flows and obtain-
ing data from such flows, however, only a few parametric studies exist that use multiple experiments
to isolate and focus on the effects of individual flow parameters.
Simulating supersonic combustion has its own challenges. Resolving all scales anticipated in
the turbulence environment of supersonic combustors through direct numerical simulation (DNS) is
not currently feasible, nor anticipated in the foreseeable future. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) or large-eddy simulations (LES, Sabelnikov et al. 1998, Berglund et al. 2010, Saghafian
et al. 2015, and others) are less computationally expensive, and are currently the ‘go-to’ methods
for simulating supersonic combustion. Even in such reduced-order methods, however, it is com-
putationally prohibitively expensive to transport all reaction intermediate species that contribute
to detailed chemical-kinetic modeling of complex hydrocarbon combustion in supersonic flows. As
a result, reduced chemical kinetic mechanisms are derived from detailed mechanisms and used in
RANS and LES simulations. Decreasing the resolution, or number of species and reactions, of a
detailed chemical-kinetic mechanism can affect the accuracy of the resulting reduced mechanism.
An alternative approach is to model the small-scale structure of the reacting flow using an
appropriate unit model with detailed chemical kinetics, and tabulate the detailed state of the fluid
as a function of a reduced number of variables (typically 5 or less) that are then transported in the
flow. An example of this approach is the flamelet-generated manifold approach that has been used
extensively in low Mach number combustion simulations. The flamelet model has also been applied
to supersonic combustion, under the assumption that supersonic combustion can be approximated
as a collection of flamelets, at the smallest scales (e.g. Terrapon et al. 2009, Saghafian et al. 2015).
In supersonic combustors, flow timescales, defined by the time-of-flight of a convected, reacting
material element, and chemical-induction timescales, defined by the time required for mixed fluid
to ignite, are often of the same order of magnitude. This places considerable importance on reliable
modeling of induction processes that precede autoignition. Detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms are
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reliable at intermediate or high temperatures and near-stoichiometric conditions, but less so at low
temperatures and off-stoichiometric conditions. In simulating flows where autoignition is important,
large uncertanties in induction modeling propagate to the overall reacting flowfield, compromising
the overall predictive capability of the model.
Typical flow configurations used in supersonic combustion research, both numerically and ex-
perimentally, are the planar shear layer and, increasingly, the transverse jet in supersonic crossflow.
These canonical flows can also form the building blocks for practical fuel-injection strategies. Exper-
iments and simulations reported in this thesis investigate the transverse jet in supersonic crossflow
(TJISCF).
1.1 Reacting jet in supersonic crossflow
The transverse jet in supersonic crossflow is a canonical flow, rich in complex physics and of practical
relevance to scramjet fuel injection.
Figure 1.1: Three-dimensional schematic of a transverse jet in supersonic crossflow (TJISCF), from
Gruber et al. (1995)
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It is highly three-dimensional, with several distinct flow features. These include sheared regions near
the jet orifice, a counter-rotating vortex pair in the jet wake region, recirculation zones upstream and
downstream of the jet (in the case of normal injection), and the characteristic barrel and detached
three-dimensional bow-shock structures, as shown in Fig. 1.1 (Gruber et al. 1995).
In a scramjet combustor, the TJISCF can provide a means of accessing a larger fraction of the
oxygen in the freestream than non-penetrating flow configurations, such as a planar shear layer,
while generating intense turbulence that enables efficient molecular mixing of freestream and jet
fluid. The downside, of course, is the higher cost in terms of total-pressure losses. If the jet and
crossflow fluids are compatible reactants at suitable conditions, chemical reactions occur within the
molecularly mixed regions that lead to autoignition, strong combustion, and heat release.
The trajectory and penetration of a normal TJISCF depend primarily on the jet-orifice diameter
dj and the momentum-flux ratio,
J =
ρjU
2
j
ρ∞U2∞
, (1.1)
where U and ρ are velocity and density, and subscripts j and ∞ denote the jet and crossflow,
respectively. The jet trajectory is typically expressed as
y
Jdj
= f(x, dj, J), (1.2)
where x is the streamwise coordinate. The function f(x, dj, J) can take a logarithmic form, or, more
commonly, a power-law of the form,
y
Jdj
= A
(
x
Jdj
)B
, (1.3)
where B is empirically found to be close to 0.3. Mahesh (2013) provides an overview of relevant
jet in supersonic crossflow trajectory and penetration expressions. The momentum-flux ratio J also
determines whether the jet is in the strong (J  1) or weak (J ∼ 1) regime. The trajectory of a
strong jet is determined by the streamwise momentum of the entrained crossflow fluid while that of
a weak jet is dominated by pressure effects (e.g., Hasselbrink and Mungal 2001). Andreopoulos and
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Rodi (1984) performed weak transverse jet-in-crossflow experiments (0.5 ≤ J ≤ 2) in incompressible
flow with uniform-density fluids, reporting a recirculation zone upstream of the jet, and the effects
of J on measured turbulence intensity in the jet-in-crossflow. Haven and Kurosaka (1997) performed
weak transverse jet-in-crossflow experiments with several jet-orifice shapes, and found that near-field
parameters (jet-orifice geometry) affects far-field flow characteristics including jet penetration and
vorticity. Available literature contains considerable experimental TJISCF trajectory and penetration
data (Schetz and Billig 1966, Rogers 1971, McDaniel and Raves 1988, Rothstein 1992, and others),
as well as limited jet-fluid entrainment and mixing (Ben-Yakar et al. 2006, Gruber et al. 1997a, Lin
et al. 2010, VanLerberghe et al. 2000, and others), and velocity and turbulence intensity (Santiago
and Dutton 1997) data, mainly for non-reacting TJICF systems. Available reacting TJISCF data,
however, are limited.
Reacting-jet experiments in supersonic crossflow with oxygen and hydrogen or hydrocarbon re-
actions are particularly difficult to perform, as discussed above. Notable reacting-jet in supersonic,
or high-speed crossflow experiments include those by Lee et al. (1991), Rothstein (1992), Ben-Yakar
et al. (2006), Micka and Driscoll (2012), and Gamba and Mungal (2015a). Lee as well as Rothstein
independently demonstrated the viability of OH-PLIF for investigating hydrogen-air TJISCF com-
bustion. Ben Yakar investigated reacting ethylene and hydrogen jets in crossflow using OH-PLIF,
combined with fast-framed schlieren in an expansion tube, with emphasis on the differences between
the two fuels, as will be discussed. Gamba also investigated reacting hydrogen jets in crossflow using
OH-PLIF and chemiluminescence, focusing on jet-to-crossflow momentum-flux ratio (J) effects on
the near-wall and far-field reaction-zone structure. Micka used CH, OH and formaldehyde PLIF,
and CH* chemiluminescence to investigate the flame structure of a sonic jet in high Mach number
subsonic (M∞ = 0.62) vitiated air crossflow. He identified the importance of the ignition-delay
length in a reacting jet in crossflow, as well as the ‘distributed reaction zone’ (DRZ) nature of such
reacting flows in that regime.
The TJISCF experiments described in this thesis were performed with hypergolic reactants. This
choice allowed access to a wide, well-controlled parameter space. While such hypergolic reactants
would not be used as practical fuels for high-speed propulsion, reactant concentrations in this set of
experiments are tailored so that the fundamental physical processes are similar to those anticipated
in scramjet combustors, i.e., flow and combustion timescales are comparable. The primary difference
is that heat release is negligible in these experiments. The results add to and complement the existing
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body of reacting TJISCF data. They reveal new insights on the effects of jet molarmass, jet diameter,
and jet inclination on the structure of the reaction zone, and, in particular, on mixing-delay length.
1.2 Thesis objectives
This thesis focuses on two main subtopics and objectives.
1. Experimentally investigate aspects of entrainment, molecular mixing, and chemi-
cal reactions in supersonic reacting flow (Chapters 2 and 3).
Reacting transverse jet in supersonic crossflow (TJISCF) experiments using hypergolic reac-
tants were conducted to investigate entrainment and molecular-mixing processes in supersonic
reacting flows. In the course of the investigations, new results were obtained and are reported
on the effects of jet molar mass, orifice diameter, and jet inclination on the reacting flowfield.
2. Develop and implement a combustion-modeling framework for large-eddy simu-
lations of supersonic reacting flow with complex chemistry (Chapters 4 and 5).
A proposed ignition-delay data-driven approach to induction modeling is combined with a
tabulated chemistry (manifold) approach for post ignition, based on a Lagrangian unsteady
well-stirred reactor (WSR, or balloon reactor) unit model. The resulting methodology is used
in a large-eddy simulation of a hydrogen jet in heated air supersonic crossflow experiment.
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Chapter 2
Experimental setup and diagnostics
2.1 Facility overview
Experimental results presented in this thesis were obtained from experiments performed at the
GALCIT supersonic shear-layer laboratory (S3L) facility. The shear-layer facility originally operated
as a subsonic facility for about a decade (Mungal 1983, Mungal and Dimotakis 1984) before its
upgrade to its supersonic S3L configuration in 1991, and has since undergone several upgrades
to the gas-handling system, diagnostics, and infrastructure (Hall 1991, Slessor 1998, Bond 2000,
Bergthorson et al. 2009, Bonanos et al. 2009), expanding fundamental understanding of molecular
mixing and combustion in high-speed and supersonic flows. The centerpiece of the lab in its present
configuration is a blowdown wind tunnel capable of a mass flux up to 10 kg/s and freestream Mach
numbers of up to 3.2 in both chemically reacting and non-reacting configurations. The wind tunnel
has an optically accessible test section (cross-sectional area ATS ≈ 5.2× 10−3 m2, see Fig. 2.2) and
is capable of test times of 4 seconds, or so. A brief overview of the facility is provided. Additional
details can be found in Hall (1991), Bond (2000), Bergthorson et al. (2009), and Bonanos et al.
(2009).
A schematic of the gas-delivery system is shown in Fig. 2.1.1 For the experiments described here,
the top-stream reactant tank (V = 1.2 m3) supplies diluted hydrogen (H2) premixed with nitric oxide
(NO) through a modular converging-diverging nozzle section to produce supersonic crossflow (Mach
1The gas delivery system was evolved to its present state over several years by G. Mungal, J. Hall, C. Bond, M.
Slessor, J. Bergthorson, A. Bonanos, D. Lang, and P. Dimotakis.
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number M∞ = 1.5 in the current configuration), while the bottom-stream reactant tank (V = 0.57
m3) supplies diluted-fluorine (F2) jet fluid to the jet-fluid plenum. The jet fluid is held in a Teflon
bladder bag within the F2 reactant tank. This keeps the reactant-tank pressure almost constant
for the duration of the run, by equalizing the pressure exterior of the bag with the pressure in a
much-larger surge tank (V = 12 m3). Flow rates are controlled by an active, computer-controlled
metering valve on the hydrogen (crossflow) side, and a passive micrometer valve on the fluorine
(jet-fluid) side. Crossflow mass-flow rates are on the order of 5 kg/s for the experiments discussed
here. The jet-fluid stream is typically initiated a few seconds before the supersonic crossflow starts,
to displace the purge gas in the lower plenum with pure jet-fluid before measurements are recorded.
Test Section
Top-Stream
Reactant Tank
Computer-Controlled
Metering Valve
4 Inch Ball Valve
Fixed
Metering
Valve
Fast Acting (Globe) Valve
Bottom-Stream
Reactant Tank
Bladder Bag
Check Valve
6 Inch Valve
FromSurgeTank
Figure 2.1: Gas-delivery system diagram (Bond 1991, Fig. A.1)
The optically accessible portion of the test section is shown in Fig. 2.2.2 For the experiments
described here, the upper guidewall diverges slightly (θdiv = 1.05
◦, with a spline transition over a
1.5 in. (38 mm) interval centered around point (D) in Fig. 2.2) to offset boundary-layer growth and
2Conception, design and manufacturing of the present jet-in-crossflowconfiguration, and test sectionmodifications,
performed by L. Maddalena and P. Dimotakis.
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avoid imposed streamwise pressure gradients. The distance between the upper and lower guidewalls
in the parallel region upstream of the flexure hinge is 1.26 in. (32 mm). A 30◦ expansion ramp
follows the quasi-uniform area section and accelerates the flow, isolating the upstream flow from
downstream boundary conditions and blockage effects, while providing a recirculation region to
promote additional mixing and reaction before exhaust.
The jet orifice is located upstream of the ramp by either 3.75 in. (95 mm, RN1 injector, see
Table 2.1) or 3.44 in. (87 mm, RN2, RI1), depending on the injector block, and is fed from the
lower plenum. The width of the test section is 6 in. (152 mm) throughout. The sidewalls of
the optically accessible portion of the test section are 2 in. (51 mm) thick BK7 glass, lined with
replaceable 0.125 in. (3.2 mm) thick Pyrex sheets on both interior sides. Hydrogen fluoride (HF) in
the reaction products etches the sidewall glass, eventually affecting schlieren and chemiluminescence
image quality. This is mitigated by periodic replacement of the sacrificial HF-exposed Pyrex sheets.
Figure 2.2: Test-section dimensions, in inches
Jet orifices are machined into modular, interchangeable injector blocks.3 Injector blocks in the
present experiments include two round, normal (RN) transverse jets, and a round inclined (RI) jet,
which are listed in Table 2.1, and whose geometry is shown in Fig. 2.3. The RI1 injector has a
nacelle-like inlet to minimize vorticity imparted on the inclined jet. An inclined jet injector with
3Conception, design, and manufacturing of the interchangeable injector-block configuration was performed by P.
Mehrotra, L. Maddalena, B. Valiferdowsi, and P. Dimotakis.
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a flush inlet would generate a counter-rotating vortex pair in the jet orifice, by a similar vorticity-
generation mechanism that produces a counter-rotating vortex pair in a jet-in-crossflow wake. The
plate thickness for all injector orifices is 3/8 inches (9.5 mm).
Table 2.1: Injector-block specifications
Name diameter (dj), in. (mm) inclination (deg.) inlet style
RN1 0.20 (5.08) 90◦ flush
RN2 0.25 (6.35) 90◦ nacelle
RI1 0.25 (6.35) 30◦ nacelle
Figure 2.3: RN1 (dj = 0.20 in., left), RN2 (dj = 0.25 in., center), and RI1 (dj = 0.25 in., right)
injector-orifice geometry
2.2 Diagnostics and data processing
A fast-framing, high-resolution schlieren/shadowgraphy system captures time-correlated image pairs
for convective-velocity measurements using a schlieren image-correlation velocimetry (SICV) tech-
nique with novel image-processing. Simultaneously, an intensified time-averaged chemiluminescence
measurement system images the large-scale reaction-zone structure of the transverse jet in supersonic
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crossflow (TJISCF) and helps determine mixing-delay lengths.4
2.2.1 Schlieren image-correlation velocimetry (SICV) system
Turbulent structures marked by refractive-index gradients at their interfaces are generated as jet fluid
entrains, disperses, and mixes with crossflow fluid. These structures move at the convective velocity
of the local flow, an important quantity that relates the convected frame in which molecular mixing
and reactions take place (e.g., Dimotakis 1991) to the lab frame. These structures can be imaged by
schlieren or shadowgraphy techniques, reviewed in Settles (2001). The convective velocity of these
interfaces can be determined from sequences of (two or more) time-correlated images. Ben-Yakar
et al. (2006) [BY06] successfully used sequences of eight schlieren images to track the instantaneous
convection velocity of individual, manually-identified eddies at the leading edge of the TJISCF.
Using a similar approach, Gruber et al. (1997b) used particle-seeded jet fluid and a laser sheet to
capture time-correlated pairs of images, from which the instantaneous eddy convection velocity was
estimated by manually estimating eddy displacement.
A more-general schlieren-based velocimetry approach was used by Jonassen et al. (2006) that
combined focused-schlieren images with commercial PIV software to estimate the convective velocity
in simple test flows including a boundary layer and an axisymmetric jet. This technique demon-
strated the potential of schlieren-based velocimetry methods, but would have limitations in complex,
inherently unsteady flows such as jets in supersonic crossflow of interest here.
A schlieren image correlation velocimetry (SICV) method is developed and used to extract time-
averaged convective velocity from sets of time-correlated schlieren image pairs using a frame-averaged
cross-correlation algorithm. SICV shares elements with the approach proposed by Meinhart et al.
(2000) for applications in microfluidics that extracts time-averaged velocity from multiple sparse, in-
termittent, PIV image pairs using a frame-averaged cross-correlation algorithm. The SICV approach
has advantages over existing methods for estimating convective velocity in high-speed flows. It lacks
the bias that could be introduced by manual structure-displacement measurements, or manual struc-
ture identification. Additionally, convective velocity field estimates are possible with sufficiently high
quality schlieren images (cf. Fig. 2.6). The SICV method is described in detail in Appendix A.
4The design, manufacturing, and assembly of the fast-framing schlieren and intensified chemiluminescence system
was performed by N. Cymbalist, D. Lang, P. Mehrotra, and P. Dimotakis.
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A high-speed camera captures time-correlated, high-resolution schlieren/shadowgraph image
pairs using a folded-Z schlieren/shadowgraph system with a pulsed LED light source. The folded-Z
schlieren system is built around a pair of 10-inch spherical mirrors (SM1 and SM2 in Fig. 2.4) as
detailed in Hermanson (1985), and uses high-quality 85mm, f/1.4, lenses (SL1 and SL2) at full aper-
ture to form the image on the camera sensor. Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of the schlieren system.
The chemiluminescence sensing system uses the schlieren system optics in reverse, as illustrated in
the same figure, and is discussed in the following section.
Figure 2.4: Optical system combining schlieren/shadowgraph (right-propagating light), and chemi-
luminescence (left-propagating light, diagram not to scale)
A PCO.Dimax HD camera was modified to support double-framing capable of ∆tIF = 5 µs
interframe time, and either a white CREE XM-L (for non-reacting runs), or a green Luminus SBT-
70 (for reacting runs) LED with a custom driver5 were pulsed on each side of the interframe (pulse
duration, 0.5 µs < tLED < 1.0 µs) to generate the image pair. White light produces better images,
but interferes with the intensified chemiluminescence system that is also active during a reacting
run. The system is capable of capturing up to 1500 image-pairs per second at HD-level resolution
5The LED and high-speed camera timing system was designed, developed, and built by D. Lang.
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(1920× 1080 pixels). Fig. 2.5 shows a sample image-pair (A+B) of a non-reacting helium jet in a
nitrogen crossflow (Run ss1694), captured using a white LED pulsed at tLED = 0.6 µs.
Figure 2.5: Image A (top), and image B (bottom), ∆tIF = 6 µs (Run ss1694)
The displacement of refractive-index interfaces is clearly discernible. Small imperfections in the
test guide-walls cause the oblique Mach waves that are present, starting upstream of the jet, that
help accurate local flow Mach number estimation. For example, the freestream Mach number was
estimated as M∞ = 1.43 ± 0.02 based on the angle of the Mach waves upstream of the jet. Sets
of image pairs are post-processed using a frame-averaged cross-correlation algorithm, explained in
detail in Appendix A, to produce convective velocity estimates.
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Figure 2.6: Streamwise velocity component of convected refractive-index interfaces of a helium jet
in supersonic nitrogen crossflow (Run ss1694) overlaying a shadowgraphy image of the same flow
Figure 2.6 plots the time- and spanwise-averaged streamwise velocity of convected turbulent
structures formed by a sonic helium jet in supersonic nitrogen crossflow (Run ss1694) obtained
using SICV. The regions without a sufficiently strong contrast cannot be tracked and correspond
to laminar regions outside the jet body and boundary layer. Velocity estimates very close to the
jet-orifice (−0.5 < x/d < 1.5 centered around the jet orifice axis) were deemed unreliable and
ignored.
For the purpose of comparing measured convective velocity (estimated as the refractive-index
interface velocity) against theory or simulations, average convective velocities at a given streamwise
location are estimated, determined by binning all measurements in a given x/d range. These re-
gions are shown in Fig. 2.7 (top) and the average convective velocity at intervals of x/d interval
underneath. Variation in the velocity measurements in each interval bin are caused by measurement
uncertainties, as well as by subregions within the bin that may have velocity variations. The stan-
dard deviation of the velocity measurements in each bin, σ, is plotted as uncertainty bars in Fig.
2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Binning structure (top) used to produce average convective-velocity estimates (bottom)
of Run ss1694. Error bars mark the standard deviation (±σ) of the measured convective velocity
within the bin. The freestream velocity is estimated as U∞ = 420 m/s.
2.2.1.1 Comparison with artificial shadowgraph SICV
To determine what SICV measures, a set of 32 artificial shadowgraph image pairs were generated
using simulated refractive-index fields extracted from large-eddy simulation (LES) data,6 analyzed
using the same SICV algorithm, and compared to conditional velocity data from the LES. The
artificial schlieren and shadowgraph images were generated by ray tracing through an accurate
6The large-eddy simulations and numerical shadowgraphy images were generated by Dr. Elizabeth Luthman. She
kindly provided both the image sets and velocity data from the simulations for this analysis. These will appear in
Cymbalist, et al. (2016) and Luthman, et al. (2016)
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model of the optical system used to obtain the experimental schlieren images, and a refractive-index
field obtained from a LES simulation of Run ss1794. Further details are reported in Cymbalist et al.
(2016, in preparation), and Luthman et al. (2016, in preparation). Figure 2.8 shows an example of
such a simulated shadowgraphy image.
Figure 2.8: Simulated shadowgraphy image, courtesy of Dr. Elizabeth Luthman
SICV was performed on the artificial-schlieren image pairs to extract the convective velocity from
the simulations. The convective velocity measured from the simulated schlieren image pairs was
compared to flow velocity extracted from the simulations, conditioned by the jet-fluid mass fraction.
It was found that the binned SICV measurements of convective velocity from the simulated-schlieren
image pairs provide a good estimate for the spatially and 32-frame averaged velocity magnitude
(|u| = √u2 + v2) of fluid with a (helium, in this case) jet-fluid mass fraction 0.1 < YHe < 0.9,
Uc,SICV '< u¯LES >0.1<YHe<0.9 , (2.1)
where u¯LES is the averaged velocity from the LES (see below), and < ... >Y0.1<He<0.9 denotes a
conditional average over fluid with a jet-fluid concentration between 0.1 and 0.9. The spanwise
component of velocity, w, is not expected to contribute to the SICV measurements, and was excluded
from the velocity magnitude |u¯|.
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Figure 2.9: Velocity magnitude slice (left), jet-fluid concentration slice (center), and conditional
velocity slice (right), derived from the LES results by E. Luthman. The YHe = 0.1 contour is
outlined in red.
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Figure 2.10: Binned SICV measurements using simulated-shadowgraph image pairs, and velocity
magnitude of fluid with a jet-fluid mass-fraction of 0.1 < YHe < 0.9. Uncertainty bars in the SICV
estimates mark the ±σ estimated convective velocity within each bin.
Figure 2.9 shows the process of conditioning the velocity magnitude (left) of a given frame and
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streamwise location by the jet-fluid mass-fraction (center), to generate a conditional velocity slice
(right). The YHe = 0.1 contour is outlined in red. At this location, the jet fluid has a maximum
concentration lower than 0.9. The mean conditional velocity at the particular streamwise location
is then determined by spatially averaging the conditional velocity for each of the 32 frames, and
averaging that value over the 32 frames. Figure 2.10 plots the frame- and spatially averaged velocity
from the LES, and the binned convective velocity estimated using SICV on a 32-frame pair set of
artificial shadowgraphy images. These results indicate that the SICV measurements provide a good
estimate for the conditional velocity in a TJISCF.
2.2.2 Nitrosyl fluoride (NOF) and nitroxyl (HNO) chemiluminescence
system
Optical emissions are widely used in reacting flows for diagnostic applications. One source of emission
is chemiluminescence, the emission of photons from excited molecules as they relax to a lower
state. In reacting flows, sources of chemiluminescence are typically short-lived excited species that
exist primarily in combustion reaction zones. A chemiluminescence image is a 2D projection, or a
path integral, of chemiluminescence emitted by a volume of reacting and optically emitting fluid,
as opposed to planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF), for example. Chemiluminescence is then
well suited to measuring line-integral quantities such as heat release (e.g., Gaydon and Wolfhard
1970). In the hypergolic system of premixed hydrogen and nitric oxide reacting with fluorine,
chemical reactions and chemiluminescence begin almost instantaneously (within 1 microsecond) in
molecularly mixed fluid, and without an appreciable ignition delay. In the current set of experiments,
chemiluminescence is used as a marker of regions of molecularly mixed fluid that is reacting to
produce short-lived atomic fluorine and hydrogen. These are then intermediates to the formation of
chemiluminescent species.
Excited nitrosyl fluoride (NOF*) and nitroxyl (HNO*) are, in turn, intermediate species in the
reactions of atomic fluorine with nitric oxide, and atomic hydrogen with nitric oxide, i.e.,
NO + F→ NOF, (2.2)
NO +H→ HNO, (2.3)
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that emit light as they decay to a lower state,
NOF∗ → NOF + hν, (2.4)
HNO∗ → HNO + hν. (2.5)
Further detail on the chemical mechanism describing the reactions of premixed hydrogen and nitric-
oxide with fluorine is shown in Appendix B. Johnston and Bertin (1959) found that the reaction
of F with NO produces a continuous visible emission between 510 and 640 nm, with a maximum
intensity at 609.5± 0.5nm. NOF* chemiluminescence has been used to investigate reaction kinetics
by Skolnik et al. (1975) and Rapp and Johnston (1960). It shares some similarities, including the
emission spectrum, with the ‘air afterglow’ effect that occurs during the recombination of atomic
oxygen with NO (see Becker et al. 1972). The reaction of H with NO produces a complex emission
spectrum (see Cashion and Polanyi 1959, Clyne and Thrush 1962, Ibaraki et al. 1972) with high-
intensity bands between 690 nm and 800 nm. Both NOF* and HNO* chemiluminescence intensities
are directly proportional to the concentration of atomic fluorine and hydrogen, respectively, as shown
in Appendix B. The details of the chemiluminescence system spectral response are discussed at the
end of this section.
The relative intensity of HNO* to NOF* chemiluminescence is unknown in the current set of
experiments. However, the concentration profiles of atomic hydrogen and fluorine bound the overall
emission profile (cf. Appendix B). Figure 2.11 shows the normalized mole fraction of F and H in a
homogeneous, constant-pressure (p = 1 bar, T = 220 K) reactor for a typical H2+F2+NO+diluents
(2% H2, 0.5% F2, 0.15% NO, He+N2 diluents) mixture as a function of reactor time, and the
combined chemiluminescence signal, IHNO∗+NOF∗ , assuming an equal contribution of HNO* and
NOF* emission to the overall chemiluminescence signal. The normalized XF and XH profiles bound
the uncertainty in the interpretation of the chemiluminescence signal.
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Figure 2.11: Normalized atomic fluorine and hydrogen mole fractions, and estimated average
HNO*+NOF* chemiluminescence in a homogeneous reactor, assuming equal contributions from
each species
In the experiments reported in this thesis, combined HNO* and NOF* chemiluminescence marks
jet (diluted fluorine) and crossflow (diluted hydrogen and nitric oxide) fluid that is molecularly mixed
and reacts to produce atomic fluorine and hydrogen that are responsible for chemiluminescence.
Appendix B describes details of the F2+NO+H2 chemical-kinetic mechanism incorporating NOF*
and HNO* chemiluminescence.
Chemiluminescence passes through a 570 nm highpass dichroic filter that splits the light into the
range used by the schlieren system (λ < 570 nm) and that used by the chemiluminescence system
(λ > 570 nm). A Specialized Imaging SIL2 gated intensifier is paired with a Phantom v7.3 high-
speed camera to record intensified chemiluminescence images. The intensified camera system has a
quasi-linear intensity response in the range of interest, shown in Appendix B. The intensifier uses
an Enhanced Red GaAsP-type photocathode with a spectral response between 320 nm and 800 nm.
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The chemiluminescence system shares the same optics with the schlieren system (in reverse, see Fig.
2.4), with the intensifier time-gate closed during the time the LED is pulsed to avoid any interference.
The system captures 1200 chemiluminescence images per second, each dodging the LED pulses and
integrated for 750 µs. A typical, time-averaged chemiluminescence image, as shown in Fig. 2.12, is
generated by subtracting the average background noise from the average chemiluminescence signal
obtained from 100 images, obtained over a period of 75 ms. For each run, NI = 10 time-averaged
chemiluminescence images are obtained.
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Figure 2.12: Typical reacting TJICF chemiluminescence image showing the mixing-delay length and
jet body (Run ss1708)
The mixing-delay length for each image is defined as the distance between the center of the
injector orifice and the region where the time- and spanwise-averaged chemiluminescence intensity
is at least 0.6 of maximum signal in the jet wake. This region is outlined in blue in Figure 2.12.
The mixing-delay length for the run, lm, is obtained by averaging the individual (NI = 10) mixing-
delay lengths. The uncertainty of the measurement is defined as the spread (difference between
maximum and minimum value) in the individual mixing-delay measurements, and is represented
using uncertainty bars in the results.7 The sensitivity of the results to the chosen 0.6 threshold
value is discussed in Section 3.3.
Experiments are performed with two jet and crossflow reactant concentrations (see Table 2.2),
each with a different characteristic chemical timescale tchem, defined as the time at 0.6 of the maxi-
mum estimated combined chemiluminescence signal, IHNO∗+FNO∗ , shown in Fig. 2.13. The chemical
7This uncertainty-quantification approach is typical for data obtained in S3L (e.g., Bergthorson et al. 2009)
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timescale is obtained using homogeneous reactors at T = 220 K, p = 1 bar (typical of the experi-
mental conditions), reactant concentrations in Table 2.2, with He+N2 diluents, shown in Appendix
D.
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Figure 2.13: Chemical timescale for M1 and M2 mixtures, defined as the time at 0.6 of maximum
chemiluminescence. See text for details.
Table 2.2: Reacting-gas composition
Name XH2 (crossflow) XNO (crossflow) XF2 (jet) tchem (µs) Da
M1 0.02 0.0015 0.005 21 3.5
M2 0.04 0.0030 0.01 11 7.0
These reactant concentrations produce chemical timescales that are shorter than the convective
flow timescales. The convective flow timescale, tflow, can be defined, a posteriori, in terms of the
characteristic mixing-delay length and the crossflow speed, i.e., tflow = lm,char./U∞. The convective
flow timescale can be interpreted as the time-of-flight of a jet-fluid element between injection, and
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molecular mixing, chemical reaction, and chemiluminescence. The characteristic mixing-delay length
lm,char. is defined as a representative value of the measured mixing-delay length, lm, in the current
set of experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. Based on the experimental results presented in the
following chapter, the characteristic mixing-delay length is defined as lm,char. ∼ 6 dj,RN1 ∼ 30 mm.
The chemical timescale is defined as the chemical reaction time at 0.6 of the maximum estimated
combined chemiluminescence signal. The chemiluminescence timescale is considerably smaller than
the temperature-rise timescale for the mixtures used in the present set of experiments, as shown in
Fig. 2.14, and is also the measured quantity (cf. Figs. 2.13 and 2.12).
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Figure 2.14: Chemiluminescence, Ilum, and temperature rise, ∆T , normalized by the adiabatic,
equilibrium temperature rise, ∆Tf , for mixture M1 in Table 2.2, at T0 = 200 K, and p0 = 1 bar.
The Damko¨hler number, or ratio of flow to chemical timescales defined in the previous paragraph,
Da =
tflow
tchem
, (2.6)
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is larger than unity both mixtures for the flow conditions in the present set of experiments. It will
be shown in Section 3.4 that halving the chemical timescale only decreases the length between the
jet orifice and the location of 0.6 of maximum chemiluminescence by less than 15%, confirming that
measured distance is primarily a mixing-delay length.
The dual-use optics system records simultaneous schlieren and chemiluminescence images that are
then coregistered and combined in a post-processing phase to form overlayed schlieren-luminescence
images. The combined overlayed image provides more-complete information and marks where chem-
ical reactions occur with respect to the TJISCF flowfield. Figure 2.15, for example, illustrates where
chemical reactions occur, i.e., primarily in the wake region of the jet body.
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Figure 2.15: Overlayed time-averaged chemiluminescence and schlieren image (Run ss1708)
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Chapter 3
Experimental results
This chapter presents results of experiments that examine the effects of jet-fluid molar-mass, jet-
orifice diameter, and jet inclination on the reacting flowfield of transverse jets in supersonic crossflow
(TJISCF).
3.1 Jet-fluid molar mass effects
Recent interest, investment, and research and development efforts have pivoted away from high
Mach number, hydrogen-fueled scramjets (e.g., the NASP, X-43, and Kholod programs, see Curran
2001, Roudakov et al. 1996) towards lower Mach number, hydrocarbon-fueled scramjets (e.g., the
X-51 and HIFiRE programs, see Hank et al. 2008, Dolvin 2008). This has motivated research into
differences between hydrogen and complex-hydrocarbon fuels in the context of supersonic mixing and
combustion with jet-in-crossflow fuel injection. One aspect that has received attention is the effect
of jet-fluid molar mass, Wj, on crossflow fluid entrainment, dispersion, and molecular mixing in the
jet body. Ben-Yakar et al. (2006), Gruber et al. (1997a), Gamba et al. (2015), and others reported
a correlation between jet-fluid molar mass and jet spreading and molecular mixing. Lower-Wj jets
are reported by these authors to remain coherent further downstream than higher-Wj jets. Gruber
performed cold-flow, non-reacting experiments with sonic helium and air transverse (normal) jets
injected into a supersonic (M∞ = 1.98) air crossflow, and attributed the increased mixing
1 observed
1What Gruber et al. (1997a) refers to as ‘mixing’ is referred to as ‘dispersion’ in this thesis
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in the air-air TJICF system to compressibility effects. The faster helium jet has a higher convective
Mach number, Mc, at the leading edge shear layer formed at the interface between jet-fluid and
freestream fluid upstream of the jet than an air jet, whose velocity is closer to that of the crossflow.
Compressibility effects associated with a large convective Mach number decrease the growth rate of
a planar shear-layer, as reviewed in Dimotakis (1991), and Gruber argues that the same applies to
sheared regions of a jet in crossflow.
Ben-Yakar performed reacting experiments with cold sonic hydrogen and ethylene jets in a heated
supersonic air crossflow (T∞ = 1290 K, M∞ = 3.38). OH-PLIF measurements at the center plane
of the jet revealed that the hydrogen-jet reaction zone is thin and located primarily at the interface
of the jet and crossflow, while the ethylene jet reaction zone is more distributed in and encroaches on
the jet body. Based on these observations, Ben-Yakar concluded that improved mixing between the
(higher-Wj) ethylene jet and heated-air crossflow was responsible for the more-distributed nature
of the reaction zone. She attributed improved mixing to larger velocity differences between the
ethylene jet and crossflow than between the hydrogen jet and crossflow. It should be noted, however,
that ethylene and hydrogen have different combustion characteristics that could be at least partly
responsible for the observed differences in reaction-zone structure.2
Gamba et al. (2015) performed cross-plane non-reacting toluene-PLIF measurements to visualize
the structure of J = 2.4 jets in supersonic (M∞ = 2.3) crossflow across a wide range of jet molar-mass
values. He found that the jet potential core in low-Wj jets remains coherent farther downstream when
compared to high-Wj jets. He observed that the jet leading edge mixing-layer structure depends on
jet-fluid molar mass. The mixing region of a low-Wj jet just downstream of the bow shock remains
thin and regular around the jet potential core, with a structure reminiscent of a planar shear layer.
In a high-Wj jet, the mixing region rapidly develops large-scale structures that penetrate and break
down the potential core structure. He suggests that the turbulent structure of the jet depends on
the injectant-fluid molar mass and plays an important role in entrainment and mixing in such a flow.
Experiments were performed in the S3L facility to isolate the effects of jet-fluid molar-mass
on molecular mixing and convective velocity in TJISCF. In particular, a transition from entrained
and dispersed jet and crossflow fluid to molecularly-mixed, reacting fluid was observed in the jet
2The theory put forth by Ben-Yakar et al. (2006) is challenged by the data of Gruber (1997b), and vice versa.
The lighter jet in the Gruber data has higher velocity gradients than the heavier jet, yet remains coherent farther
downstream, and the heavier jet in Ben-Yakar’s experiments has a higher convective Mach number, yet mixes faster
than the lighter jet.
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body several diameters downstream of injection (the mixing-delay length, lm, cf. Fig. 2.12), whose
location exhibits a dependence on jet-fluid molar mass, Wj.
The range of jet molar-mass, or ratio of crossflow-to-jet molar mass, $ =W∞/Wj, considered is
shown in Table 3.1. Reactant concentrations correspond to the M1 mixture shown in Table 2.2. The
injector geometry was that of the RN1 injector (see Fig. 2.3). Chemiluminescence was measured and
processed for each one, and the convective velocity estimated from double-pulsed schlieren image sets
using SICV, as discussed above. It will be shown in the following discussion that lower-Wj, faster
normal jets lead to higher streamwise convective velocities in the vicinity of the jet orifice. These
persist some distance downstream into the jet wake, and are correlated with longer mixing-delay
lengths, lm.
Table 3.1: Jet-fluid molar-mass effects
Run U∞(m/s) Uj(m/s) J $ lm (x/d) p
†
0,j p
†
0,∞ Xj,dil
ss1708 419 855 0.88 6.59 6.6 545 510 He:0.995
ss1714 427 686 0.97 4.11 6.2 531 558 He:0.9,N2:0.095
ss1718 427 372 0.98 1.20 6.0 531 558 He:0.495,Ar:0.5
ss1722 427 277 0.98 0.66 5.1 531 558 Ar:0.995
†(kPa)
While the crossflow-fluid molar mass W∞ and velocity was kept approximately constant, the
composition of the jet diluents ranged from pure argon (crossflow-to-jet molar mass ratio $ =
W∞/Wj = 0.66, jet exit velocity Uj = 277 m/s) to pure helium ($ = 6.59, Uj = 855 m/s). The
crossflow diluent molar composition was 4% He, 93.85%N2, with the exception of Run ss1708, whose
crossflow diluent was pure N2. The He-N2 mixture was employed to maintain a sound speed that is
independent of reactant concentration, by offsetting the decrease in sound speed at low H2 reactant
concentrations with helium. Momentum-flux ratios were J = 0.97 ± 0.02, except for Run ss1708
that was performed at a slightly lower J value. The jet-fluid stagnation temperature was ambient,
Tamb ' 295 K, and the crossflow fluid temperature was Tamb − 6 = 289 K.3
3The 6 K temperature drop in the crossflow is noted in Hall (1991) and is attributable to the Joule-Thomson
effects.
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Figure 3.1: From top to bottom, chemiluminescence images of Runs ss1708 (helium jet), ss1714,
ss1718, and ss1722 (argon jet). The mixing-delay length decreases with increasing jet-fluid diluent
molar mass, Wj. The colorbar scale ranges from 0 to 1 and corresponds to the chemiluminescence
intensity normalized by its maximum value. The blue contour is the 0.6 locus of the maximum
chemiluminescence signal.
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The mixing-delay length lm is defined as the location downstream of the jet orifice of 0.6 of the
maximum chemiluminescence intensity (cf. Fig. 2.12). The chemiluminescence images recorded in
the experiments listed in Table 3.1, shown in Fig. 3.1, help qualitatively illustrate the upstream
shift, as jet-fluid molar mass increases, of the location at which the jet body transitions to a state of
molecularly mixed, chemically reacting fluid. The colorbar of each image ranges from zero to unity,
and corresponds to the chemiluminescence intensity normalized by the maximum chemiluminescence
signal in each image.
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Figure 3.2: Jet-fluid molar-mass effects on mixing-delay length. Uncertainty bars represent the
individual measurement uncertainties discussed in Section 2.2.2.
In all cases, there is a clear transition in the jet body to molecularly-mixed, reacting fluid that
emits chemiluminescence. The transition occurs between five and seven jet diameters downstream
of injection, depending on jet-fluid molar mass. Molecular mixing, reaction, and chemiluminescence
also occur in the recirculation zone upstream of the jet, and in the boundary layer surrounding the
jet orifice. These regions are of particular importance in a reactant system subject to induction
autoignition delays (i.e., non-hypergolic fuels). Ben-Yakar (2000) and Gamba and Mungal (2015a)
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identified the upstream recirculation zone as an important flameholding mechanism in reacting
hydrogen and ethylene TJISCF systems. Gamba also showed that the near-wall reaction zone in the
boundary layer can be as extensive as that in the jet body, in the case of hydrogen-air. This was
also observed in simulations (see Ch. 5).
The jet-diameter-normalized mixing-delay lengths are plotted in Fig. 3.2 (note displaced origin),
against the jet-fluid molar-mass,Wj. Increasing the jet-fluid molar mass decreases the mixing-delay
length. While the effect of jet-fluid molar mass on the mixing-delay length is unmistakable, it is
weak. Increasing the jet-fluid molar mass from approximately 7 g/mol (Run ss1714) to 40 g/mol
(Run ss1722, a factor of six) decreases the mixing-delay length by only about 20%.
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Figure 3.3: Convective-velocity estimated using SICV. The uncertainty bars represent the typical
standard deviation of the convective velocity measurements in the bin, ±σ, at that location (cf. Fig.
2.7)
Convective velocity in the jet body was estimated using SICV for J-matched and U∞-matched
Runs ss1714, ss1718, and ss1722, at five downstream stations (bins) as shown in Fig. 3.3. Jets with
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lower-Wj jet-fluid and higher soundspeed have higher convective velocities immediately downstream
of the jet orifice (x/d ∼ 2) than the jets with lower soundspeed values. In all cases, the convected
fluid quickly decelerates to a minimum (at approximately x/d = 6), then re-accelerates to values close
to the freestream velocity. The higher convective velocity of the lower-Wj jets persists downstream
even after the jet-fluid re-accelerates, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The deceleration then re-acceleration of the jet fluid can be explained by the interaction of the
jet with the crossflow just downstream of the bow shock. The crossflow gas is shocked down to
M∞,2 < 1 by the near-normal bow shock ahead of the jet and re-accelerates downstream of the
shock to match the free stream. The under-expanded jet exits the orifice at sonic conditions, and
rapidly accelerates to Mj,2 > 1. Santiago and Dutton (1997) report a jet Mach number of ∼ 2 just
upstream of the Mach disk and barrel shock structure (cf. Fig. 1.1) for comparable conditions (sonic
air jet in M∞ = 1.6 crossflow, J = 1.7). The jet fluid rapidly decelerates as it entrains (possibly)
subsonic post-shock crossflow fluid, but re-accelerates as the crossflow accelerates to approach the
pre-shock freestream velocity.
It is tempting, and typical (e.g., Gruber et al. 1997a), to interpret the mixing-delay length and
convective-velocity observations in terms of the well-understood, experimentally validated expres-
sions for entrainment, mixing, and convective velocity of planar shear layers (reviewed in Dimotakis
1991). The convective velocity, Uc,SL, at the x/d = 2 location, in fact, is close to that predicted for
an incompressible planar shear layer formed between a (hypothetical) sonic stream of (Ar+He) jet
fluid, and aM = 1.5 stream of (N2) crossflow fluid, at conditions typical of those in the experiments
considered here, i.e.,
Uc,SL
U1
' 1 + rSLs
1/2
1 + s1/2
, (3.1)
where U1 is the high-speed stream velocity, and rSL and s are the low-to-high speed stream velocity
and density ratios, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (top right).
However, the predicted incompressible shear-layer growth rate (Dimotakis et al. 1984),
δ
x
(rSL, s) ' Cδ (1− rSL)(1 + s
1/2)
2(1 + s1/2rSL)
[
1− (1− s
1/2)/(1 + s1/2)
1 + 2.9(1 + rSL)/(1− rSL)
]
, (3.2)
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where δ, here, is the visible thickness, and empirically, Cδ ' 0.37, and the predicted mixing transition
region, ltr,SL, i.e., the predicted region at which the Reynolds number based on the shear-layer
thickness (δ) reaches ≈ 104 (Konrad 1977, Dimotakis 1991, 2000), in such a planar shear layer do
not account for the TJISCF behavior observed in the present experiments.
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Figure 3.4: Shear-layer velocity ratio (top left), convective velocity with measured TJISCF near-jet
convective velocity (top right), growth rate (bottom left), start of mixing transition (Reδ > 10
4,
Konrad 1977, Dimotakis 1991, 2000) in jet diameters, for dj=0.2 in. (bottom right)
Figure 3.4 (bottom left) plots the growth rate of a planar shear layer as a function of jet fluid
helium mole fraction. If applied to a TJISCF, these relations would predict that a helium jet would
have a higher growth rate, and transition to molecular mixing farther upstream than an argon jet.
Moreover, at certain helium concentrations, it should exhibit near-zero growth rate (if U1 ≈ U2, Fig.
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3.4, bottom left), and would not transition to the Re > 104 turbulent mixing regime at all (Fig.
3.4, bottom right). These predictions do not agree with available experimental data, indicating that
planar shear-layer relations do not apply to the TJISCF.
While sheared regions are certainly present at the interface between the leading edge of the
jet and the post-shock crossflow, for example, fluid streams that form the mixing region are not
uniform or well characterized. Moreover, the toluene PLIF images of Gamba et al. (2015) show that
the jet leading-edge mixing-region structure is different than that of a planar shear layer. Instead
of deconstructing the TJISCF into smaller elements, it may be better to interpret the TJISCF as
a whole and focus on its response to global parameters. An important global parameter is the jet
Reynolds number, whose influence is discussed in the following section.
3.2 Jet-diameter effects
Most properties of a transverse jet in crossflow are reported to scale with jet diameter. In particular,
both weak-jet (low-J) and strong-jet (high-J) expressions for jet penetration and trajectory are
normalized by the jet diameter (cf. Section 1.1). The mean jet-fluid concentration decay as a result
of dispersion and mixing along the jet axis of momentum-dominated (strong) jets in crossflow scales
with jet diameter by mass and momentum conservation arguments (cf. Hasselbrink and Mungal
2001). Lin et al. (2010) measured time-averaged jet-fluid concentration using Raman scattering in
a weak (J ∼ 2) jet in supersonic crossflow for two jet diameters and found that the mean jet-fluid
concentration scales with jet diameter. Changing the jet diameter directly affects the Reynolds
number, for example, that influences mixing and combustion processes across a range of scales. We
pose the question: does mixing-delay length in a TJISCF scale with jet diameter, or have a different
dependence on jet diameter and associated jet Reynolds number?
The Reynolds number plays a fundamental role in the transition to turbulent molecular mixing.
In a planar shear layer, the transition to rapid molecular mixing (Konrad 1977, Koochesfahani and
Dimotakis 1986) begins some distance downstream of the splitter plate, at a local Reynolds number
based on the shear-layer thickness of approximately 104, that has since been identified as a quite-
general threshold value for transition to turbulent mixing by Dimotakis (2000). Reynolds number
effects become weak at Reynolds numbers beyond the mixing transition. This is also true in the
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far-field, self-similar regions of axisymmetric jets (Gilbrech 1991, Dimotakis 2000).
Mixing in the near field of a gas-phase axisymmetric jet, however, remains Reynolds-number
dependent even beyond the mixing transition. Gilbrech performed fast-chemistry axisymmetric gas
phase jet experiments using diluted F2 in NO, complementing the liquid phase jet measurements
of Dahm and Dimotakis (1987, 1990), and others. The liquid-phase data of Dahm and Dimotakis
(1987) and gas-phase data of Gilbrech (1991) showed the flame length, Lf , has a dependence on
stoichiometry, φ, of the form
Lf
d∗
= Afφ+Bf . (3.3)
d∗ is the jet source (or momentum) diameter (e.g., Dahm and Dimotakis 1987), and is a length scale
defined by the ratio of the mass flux to the (square root of) the momentum flux, with constants
added that force d∗ to dj if the ambient and jet densities are equal, and if the jet exit velocity profile
can be approximated by a top-hat, i.e.,
d∗ =
2m˙j√
piρ∞Pj
, (3.4)
with ρ∞ the ambient density, and m˙j and Pj the jet mass and momentum flux, respectively, i.e.,
m˙j = ρj Aj Uj ; Pj = ρj Aj U
2
j . (3.5)
Af is the stoichiometric coefficient that was used as a measure of mixing in the far-field, self-similar
region. Bf is the intercept, or ‘virtual mixing origin’. Gilbrech showed that for a given φ, Af
decreased with Reynolds number up to approximately 2 × 104, and did not change beyond that
value. The ‘virtual mixing origin’, however, decreased through and beyond the transitional value of
Re = 2× 104 and did not approach asymptotic behavior even at a Reynolds number of 150,000. As
Dimotakis (2000) notes, the Reynolds number for a jet is typically based on the jet diameter and
not the transverse extent across which shear is applied, which is the radius, and as a consequence
there is a factor of 2 between the mixing transition Reynolds number of a jet and that of a shear
layer, and most other flows.
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There are parallels between the ‘virtual mixing origin’ of an axisymmetric high-speed jet and
the mixing-delay length observed in these TJISCF experiments that imply a possible mixing-delay
length dependence on jet Reynolds number,
Rej =
ρjUjdj
µj
. (3.6)
A set of experiments (see Table 3.2) was performed with two sets of identical jet- and crossflow-
fluid compositions and pressures, but different jet-orifice diameters.
Table 3.2: Jet-diameter effects
Run Inj. U∞(m/s) Uj (m/s) J $ lm (x/d) Xj,dil
ss1719 RN2 427 686 0.96 4.11 5.1 He:0.9,N2:0.095
ss1714∗ RN1 427 686 0.97 4.11 6.2 He:0.9,N2:0.095
ss1720 RN2 427 277 0.95 0.66 4.2 Ar:0.995
ss1722∗ RN1 427 277 0.98 0.66 5.1 Ar:0.995
∗cf. Table 3.1
The results help examine the effects of jet diameter and associated jet Reynolds number (Rej)
on the reacting flowfield, and in particular, help determine whether the mixing-delay length has an
Rej dependence.
Figure 3.5 shows chemiluminescence images of lower-Wj (He+N2 , ss1714, ss1719) and higher-Wj
(Ar, ss1722, ss1720) jets with dimensions scaled by the jet diameter, where dj is either 0.508 cm (0.20
in.), or 0.635 cm (0.25 in.). While jet penetration is also observed here to scale with jet diameter,
as expected and reported in the literature (e.g., Lin et al. 2010), chemiluminescence measurements
show that jets with a larger diameter, dj, mix, react and emit chemiluminescence earlier, i.e., further
upstream (in diameter-normalized units), than jets with a smaller diameter.
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Figure 3.5: From top to bottom, chemiluminescence images from $ = 4.11 (He+N2 jet fluid) Runs
ss1714, dj = 0.20 in. (top) and ss1719, dj = 0.25 in. (center top), from $ = 0.66 (Ar jet fluid) Runs
ss1722, dj = 0.20 in. (center bottom) and ss1720, dj = 0.25 in. (bottom).
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Normalizing the mixing-delay length by the physical jet diameter does not collapse the data (cf.
Fig. 3.6). Molecular mixing and reaction occur some distance downstream of injection, where the
flow has likely ‘forgotten’ about the physical jet diameter4 and the large amount of entrained mass
sets the local density to that of the reservoir fluid, i.e., ρ∞. An appropriate normalizing length scale
would need to take density ratios into account. Such a length scale is the jet-source diameter, d∗,
defined in Eq. 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Mixing-delay length normalized by the physical orifice diameter plotted against jet
Reynolds number. The uncertainty bars reflect the estimated measurement uncertainty discussed in
Section 2.2.2.
The mixing-delay length lm (cf. Fig 2.12), normalized by the jet-source diameter, d
∗, is plotted
in Figure 3.7 against the jet Reynolds number, Rej, based on jet diameter, dj, for all six experiments
listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (runs ss1714 and 1722 are listed in both tables).
4P. Dimotakis, private communication.
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Figure 3.7: Mixing-delay length normalized by jet-source diameter plotted against jet Reynolds
number. The uncertainty bars reflect the estimated measurement uncertainty discussed in Section
2.2.2.
Normalized mixing-delay lengths from experiments across a wide range of jet molar mass and
different jet diameters collapse as a function of jet Reynolds number onto a power law of the form
lm
d∗
= BlRe
cm
j , (3.7)
where Bl = 8.4 × 107, and cm ' −1.33. An additional fit parameter was considered as an offset,
without noticeable improvement, indicating that a single parameter fit with a zero asymptote is
adequate. These results reveal a strong jet Reynolds number dependence of the source-diameter
normalized mixing-delay length in a TJISCF, up to jet Reynolds numbers of almost 5× 105.
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3.3 Sensitivity to mixing-delay length criteria
In order to determine the sensitivity of the results to the mixing-delay length criterium (selected
as the distance between the jet-orifice center and locus of 0.6 of the maximum chemiluminescence
signal, cf. Fig. 3.5) the fit illustrated in Fig. 3.7 was performed using mixing-delay length criteria
of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 of the maximum chemiluminescence signal, shown in Fig. 3.8. The lowest value
of 0.5 captured reactions in the boundary layer, that were disregarded.
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Figure 3.8: Mixing-delay length criteria of 0.5 (green), 0.6 (blue), and 0.7 (magenta) of maximum
chemiluminescence signal
The results, shown in Fig. 3.9, illustrate that the prefactor, Bl , in Eq. 3.7 depends on the choice
of mixing-delay length criterion, but the power-law exponent, c, is not affected by the value of the
mixing-delay length criterion.
The jet molar-mass effects on entrainment, dispersion, and mixing observed by Ben-Yakar et al.
(2006) and Gruber et al. (1997a) could also be interpreted in terms of jet Reynolds number. For the
same dynamic viscosity and heat-capacity ratio, a sonic jet with a higher molar mass, Wj, will have
a higher Reynolds number than a jet with a lower molar mass. Sound speed scales as the inverse
of the square root of Wj while density is linear in Wj, i.e., Rej ∝
√
Wj for a sonic jet, if the heat
capacity ratio, γ 6= f(Wj), and viscosity, µ 6= f(Wj). Mixing is delayed in lower Re (lower-Wj) jet,
which are therefore likely to remain coherent further downstream than higher Re (higher-Wj) jets,
as observed by Ben-Yakar and Gruber.
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Figure 3.9: Mixing-delay length normalized by jet-source diameter plotted against jet Reynolds
number, for mixing-delay length criteria of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 of the maximum chemiluminescence
signal. Uncertainty bars omitted for clarity.
Experiments discussed in the following section address the relative contribution of mixing and
chemistry to the results.
3.4 Chemical timescale effects
In this section, the effects of chemical timescale on the observed distance between injection and
the location of 0.6 of the maximum chemiluminescence is examined. The results confirm that
the observed delay between injection and chemical reactions (and associated chemiluminescence) is
primarily mixing driven, i.e., it is a mixing-delay length, lm.
In the H2/NO/F2 system at a fixed stoichiometry, the characteristic chemical timescale is almost-
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linearly dependent on reactant concentration (e.g., Mungal and Frieler 1988). In the current exper-
iments, reactant concentrations (H2, F2, NO) in Run ss1712 are double those in Run ss1714 (see
also Table 2.2). This halves the chemical timescale (see also Table 2.2, and Fig. 2.13), while the
plenum pressures and jet momentum-flux ratio are unchanged. Figure 3.10 shows the chemilumines-
cence images captured during runs with almost-identical flow parameters and diluent composition,
but whose reactivity, as defined by the characteristic chemical timescale, is double (top) the other
(bottom). The images show that increased reactant concentration somewhat increases the spatial
extent of the chemiluminescence signal that is an indicator for reacting fluid. The distance between
injection and the locus of 0.6 of the maximum chemiluminescence only decreases by ∼ 15%.
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Figure 3.10: Chemiluminescence images from $ = 4.11 Runs ss1714, tchem = 21µs (top) and ss1712,
tchem = 10µs (bottom).
The data confirm that, in the current Damko¨hler number regime (3.5 < Da < 7), the primary
contributor to the distance between jet-fluid injection and the location of the bulk of chemical
reactions and chemiluminescence in the jet wake is mixing, not chemical kinetics, and justifies the
definition of the mixing length.
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Table 3.3: Chemical-timescale effects
Run U∞ (m/s) Uj (m/s) J $ lm (x/d) Xj,dil tchem
ss1712 427 686 0.96 4.11 5.3 N2:0.09,He:0.9 10 µs
ss1714∗ 427 686 0.97 4.11 6.2 He:0.9,N2:0.095 21 µs
*cf. Table 3.1
In the case of non-hypergolic reactant mixtures with ignition-delay times longer than the chemical
timescales of the present set of experiments (i.e., 10-20 µs), both mixing and chemistry would
contribute to the mixing-delay length. For stoichiometric ethylene-air ignition at T0 = 1250 K and
atmospheric pressure, for example, with a characteristic ignition-delay time on the order of 100 µs,
a Mach number of 1.5, and resulting freestream velocity on the order of 1000 m/s (sound speed of
air at 1250 K is ∼ 700 m/s), the chemical contribution to the reaction-delay length would be on
the order of 0.1 m. The primarily mixing-driven reaction-delay lengths observed in the present set
of experiments are on the order of 0.025-0.04 m, indicating that reaction-delay lengths in TJISCF
systems using non-hypegolic fuels in scramjet-like conditions are likely contributed to by both mixing
and chemical reactions.
3.5 Jet-inclination effects
The normal-jet flow configuration is the most-widely studied and best-understood jet in supersonic
crossflow, and is a baseline flow for studying fundamental aspects of the TJISCF, extending to
inclined jets, for example. However, its use in propulsion devices is limited by disturbances it causes
to the crossflow. Most importantly, the detached bow shock caused by normal injection reduces
total pressure, and would affect scramjet-cycle efficiency.
Inclined jets have been considered as alternatives to normal jets for practical applications. They
do not disturb the flow to the same extent, while retaining some desirable characteristics of normal
TJISCF. The non-reacting inclined TJICF is not as well-studied as its non-reacting, normal counter-
part, and no reacting, inclined TJICF studies have been found in the open literature. McCann and
Bowersox (1996) investigated an inclined (25◦) supersonic (Mj = 1.8) jet in supersonic (M∞ = 3)
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crossflow, and found that the inclined-jet structure is dominated by a counter-rotating vortex pair
in the far field, as in normal TJISCF. Lin et al. (2010) performed Raman scattering measurements
of normal and inclined (30◦) sonic, J = 1, ethylene jets into aM∞ = 2 crossflow, and found that the
time-averaged jet-fluid concentration in the far field was considerably higher in an inclined jet than
in a normal jet. This is an indication that crossflow entrainment, dispersion, and mixing could be
reduced by jet inclination, negatively affecting one of the more-desirable properties of the TJISCF.
Schetz et al. (2010) studied molar-mass effects on mixing in inclined TJISCF, reporting a weak
correlation between penetration and jet molar mass.
Table 3.4: Jet-inclination effects
Run Inj. U∞ (m/s) Uj (m/s) J $ lm (x/d) Xj,dil
ss1724 RI1 427 635 0.96 3.6 7.5 N2:0.135,He:0.86
ss1719∗ RN2 427 686 0.96 4.11 5.1 He:0.9,N2:0.095
∗cf. Table 3.2
Experiments discussed in this section illustrate some of the effects of jet inclination on the reacting
flow field and convective velocity of a TJISCF. The jet diameter, crossflow conditions, and jet-fluid
conditions were kept close to constant (cf. Table 3.4), while the jet-injection inclination angle was
varied from 90◦ (normal injection) to 30◦ (inclined injection). The RI1 inclined injector (see 2.3)
was investigated at the jet and crossflow conditions listed in Table 3.4, with the M1 reactant mixture
(see Table 2.2).
Notably, the inclined jet molecularly mixes, chemically reacts, and emits chemiluminescence
further downstream when compared to the normal TJISCF, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The mixing-
delay length, defined by the locus of 0.6 of the maximum chemiluminescence in the jet body, increases
from x/d = 5.1 with normal injection to x/d = 7.5 with inclined injection.
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Figure 3.11: Chemiluminescence images from Runs ss1719, normal jet (top) and ss1724, 30◦ inclined
jet (bottom).
Jet penetration decreases with inclination, as expected, and reactions occur closer to the wall.
A recirculation zone just upstream of the jet observed in the normal injection case is not discernible
in the inclined-injection case, for 30◦. This recirculation zone was identified as an important flame-
holding mechanism by Gamba and Mungal (2015a) and Ben-Yakar et al. (2006), and in large-eddy
simulations detailed in this work (cf. Chapter 5). Its absence in the inclined injection case is
noteworthy. On the other hand, the recirculation zone just downstream of the normal jet is also
discernible downstream of the inclined jet, even though it’s not as prevalent.
The flowfield structure of inclined and normal jets is quite different. Figure 3.12 shows super-
imposed chemiluminescence and schlieren images from two experiments that compare normal and
inclined injection. A notable difference is that of the overall disturbance to the flow. The normal
TJISCF generates spherical acoustic waves emanating from the near field of the jet (4 symbol) and
a detached bow shock with a prominent λ-shock structure (? symbol). The inclined TJICF exhibits
a relatively weak oblique shock, as evidenced by its angle with respect to the freestream flow, with
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only a hint of a λ-shock structure, with no spherical acoustic waves readily discernible. Turbulent
large-scale structures in the inclined jet wake are more organized and periodic, when compared to
the large bulbous structures that penetrate deep into the freestream in the normal-jet wake.
Figure 3.12: Superimposed schlieren and chemiluminescence images from Runs ss1719, normal jet
(top) and ss1724, 30◦ inclined jet (bottom). The λ-shock structure (? symbol) and spherical acoustic
waves emanating from the near field of the jet (4 symbol) are evident in the normal jet-injection
case.
The convective velocity of an inclined jet is, overall, higher than a normal jet. This is to be
expected, as the inclined jet contributes a streamwise component of velocity that imparts streamwise
momentum on the flow, while the normal jet does not. Figure 3.13 plots the binned convective
velocity, as defined in Section 2.2.1, for the inclined and normal TJISCF.
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Figure 3.13: Average (binned) convective velocity from Runs ss1719 (normal jet), and ss1724 (in-
clined jet).
While the trends in convective velocity for the two types of jets are similar (rapid deceleration to some
minimum velocity, followed by re-acceleration), the minimum velocity occurs further downstream in
the inclined jet compared to that the normal jet.
3.6 Control-volume analysis
The effects of mass injection on supersonic flow have been explored based on one-dimensional com-
pressible flow theory by Shapiro (1953), Heiser et al. (1996), and others. Those references describe
mass-injection (and other) effects using a differential influence-coefficient matrix. The 1D approach
has its limitations, particularly in flows where shocks and boundary layers cannot be ignored. How-
ever, the results illustrate important effects of mass, momentum, and energy addition on supersonic
flow. An integral approach is preferable to differential approaches if mass is injected at a discrete
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location. A mass, momentum, and energy control-volume (integral) analysis of a uniform-area flow
with inclined mass injection was performed on the system shown in Fig. 3.14.5 The boundary of
the control volume is the shaded rectangular prism section shown in the diagram.
Figure 3.14: Inclined jet-in-crossflow system
Mass conservation is given by
m˙1 + m˙j = ρ2 U2 A = (ρ1 +∆ρ)(U1 +∆U)A , (3.8)
where ∆U = U2−U1 and ∆ρ = ρ2−ρ1. Conservation of the streamwise (x component) of momentum
is given by
(ρjU
2
j + pj) cos(θj) + (ρ1U
2
1 + p1)A = (ρ2U
2
2 + p2)A , (3.9)
where pj is the pressure of the jet at sonic conditions, that can be larger or smaller than the freestream
pressure, depending on whether the jet is under expanded or over expanded. In these experiments,
the jet is under expanded, i.e., pj > p1. θj is the jet inclination angle. Energy conservation is given
5P. Dimotakis, private communication
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by
m˙1
[
h1 +
U21
2
]
+ m˙j
[
hj +
U2j
2
]
= m˙2
[
h2 +
U22
2
]
, (3.10)
where h is the static specific enthalpy. The total specific enthalpy at station (1) is that of the fluid
in the hydrogen reactant tank (cf. Fig. 2.1), and the total specific enthalpy at the jet orifice is that
of the fluid in the lower plenum. The conditions at station (1) are calculated based on the measured
freestream Mach number (M∞ = 1.43). The equation of state at station (1) is
p1 = ρ1 Rs,1 T1 , (3.11)
where Rs,1 = R/W1, and W1 is the mean molar mass at station (1). The equation of state at station
(2) is
p2 = ρ2 Rs,2 T2 , (3.12)
that can be rewritten as
p1 +∆p = (ρ1 +∆ρ) Rs,2 (T1 +∆T ) , (3.13)
where Rs,2 = R/W2. W2 is the anticipated mean molar mass at station (2) that can be estimated
as,
1
W2
=
Yj
Wj
+
1− Yj
W1
. (3.14)
Yj is the jet-fluid mass fraction in the jet and crossflow mixture at station (2), and is estimated as,
Yj =
m˙j
m˙j + m˙1
. (3.15)
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Equations 3.11 and 3.13 are combined to determine ∆p, i.e.,
∆p = (ρ1 +∆ρ) Rs,2 (T1 +∆T )− ρ1 Rs,1 T1 . (3.16)
The temperature change is determined from the enthalpy change,
∆T =
∆h
cp
, (3.17)
where ∆h = h2 − h1, and cp is the mean heat capacity, estimated as (cp,1 + cp,2)/2.
These equations are solved numerically as a function of jet inclination for the experimental
conditions in Run ss1724. The analysis reveals some interesting aspects of inclined, sonic mass
injection effects on supersonic channel flow.
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Figure 3.15: Velocity, Mach number, total-pressure, and stream thrust function, Sa, change plotted
against injection angle, θj
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Figure 3.15 plots the normalized change in velocity, Mach number, isentropically recovered total-
pressure, p0, and stream-thrust function, Sa, Eq. 3.20 (Heiser and Pratt 1994, Eq. 2-63, p. 63)
against injection angle, i.e.,
∆M
M
=
M2 −M1
M1
,
∆U
U
=
U2 − U1
U1
,
∆p0
p0
=
p0,2 − p0,1
p0,1
,
∆Sa
Sa
=
Sa2 − Sa1
Sa1
, (3.18)
where
p0,i
pi
=
(
1 +
γi − 1
2
M2i
) γi
γi−1
, γi =
cp,i
cv,i
; i = 1, 2 . (3.19)
The stream-thrust function is defined as
Sai =
piA
m˙i
(
1 + γiM
2
i
)
; i = 1, 2 , (3.20)
and is commonly used to determine mass-flow rate specific thrust (e.g., Heiser and Pratt 1994).
The results reveal critical injection angles for the experimental conditions investigated. A sign
change in the effects of jet injection on velocity and Mach number occurs at θc,1 ' 24.5◦. At an
injection angle of θc,2 ' 46◦, the effect of jet injection on stream thrust function changes sign, and
at an injection angle of θc,3 ' 65.5◦, the effect of jet injection on total pressure changes sign. A jet
inclination of θj < θc,1 increases the freestream velocity and Mach number downstream of injection,
and the converse is true for θj > θc,1. The total pressure is effectively the recoverable thrust of the
system. Total-pressure losses (e.g., in the case of θj = 90
◦, a normal jet) would have an adverse
effect on a hypothetical scramjet-cycle efficiency, while the converse is true if total pressure is added
to the flow. A jet-inclination angle smaller than the third critical angle, θc,3 ' 65.5◦, contributes to
the potential recoverable thrust of the flow. Noted here is that the critical angles discussed above are
geometry- and flow-dependent. Different configurations or flows would be characterized by different
angles that would result from an appropriate analysis.
The jet inclination of 30◦ that was selected for the current experiments is close to the first critical
angle, and smaller that the second and third critical angles, contributing to the reduced disturbance
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to the flow that is observed in Fig. 3.12.
Overall, inclined jets disturb the crossflow less than normal jets while adding thrust at sufficiently
small inclination angles, but (for equal diameter) do not penetrate as deeply, nor molecularly mix
and chemically react as efficiently as normal jets. Conversely, normal jets decrease thrust potential
that may not be recovered by combustion and heat-release effects. Accessing crossflow oxidizer with
minimal disturbance to the flow, and efficiently mixing and reacting crossflow fluid with jet fluid
in practical applications will typically require design trades between between jet diameter, strength
(J), and inclination in simple fuel-injection configurations, such as those considered here.
3.7 Conclusions
In summary, the flow field of a chemically reacting TJISCF exhibits a dependence on jet-fluid
molar mass, jet diameter, and jet inclination. One may infer that it also depends on cross-flow
density (molar mass), even though that parametric dependence was not explored as part of these
investigations. Lower-Wj, faster jets have a higher near-field convective velocity, and mix and react
farther downstream when compared to higher-Wj jets. For all jet-fluid molar-mass values, the
convective velocity approaches that of the freestream within ∼ 10 jet diameters. When normalized
by the source jet diameter, d∗ (cf. Eq. 3.4), the mixing-delay length exhibits a power-law dependence
on jet Reynolds number across the jet-fluid molar mass and jet diameter range explored. Doubling
the reactivity of the TJISCF system only slightly reduces the length between jet injection and the
location of 0.6 of the maximum chemiluminescence signal, confirming that the observed interval is
primarily a mixing-delay length. Jet inclination increases the mixing-delay length and decreases
penetration, but decreases disturbances to the crossflow. Inclination effects can be interpreted
in terms of a control-volume analysis that reveals flow- and geometry-dependent critical injection
angles at which crossflow Mach number and velocity, stream-thrust function, or total pressure can
be recovered downstream of injection.
These results have implications in the design of fuel-injection strategies in supersonic combustors.
Higher-density gas-phase fuels are anticipated to mix and react further upstream when compared
to lower-density fuels, underscoring some of the advantages of large-hydrocarbon fueled scramjets.
Increasing the jet temperature has a compound diminishing effect on Reynolds number of a sonic
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jet, i.e.,
Re =
ρUL
µ
∝ T
−1T 1/2
T 0.6
' 1
T
, (3.21)
as sound speed scales with
√
T , density inversely with temperature, and viscosity roughly with T 0.6.
A decrease in Reynolds number could delay mixing, and this should be taken into account when
considering fuel preheating strategies. A balance between mixing efficiency and level of acceptable
disturbance to the crossflow will likely dictate injection angles and injection geometry in general.
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Chapter 4
The evolution variable manifold
(EVM) framework
This chapter presents a combustion-modeling framework aimed at efficient simulations of combus-
tion of complex fuels occurring in the distributed-reaction zone (DRZ) regime with autoignition, as
encountered in high-speed flows. The framework comprises several elements including an ignition-
delay data-driven approach to induction modeling, a Lagrangian convected reactor unit model to
describe the small-scale structure of the reaction zone in the DRZ regime, and a chemistry tabula-
tion (manifold) approach for integration in large-eddy-simulations (LES). The proposed integrated
framework is referred to as the evolution variable manifold (EVM) approach.
4.1 Background and introduction
Multi-species transport in support of detailed chemical-kinetics models for high-speed combustion
simulations of complex fuels is beyond computational reach, and will likely remain so for the foresee-
able future. As a consequence, both Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and LES numerical
models of supersonic combustors typically rely on simplified chemical-kinetic mechanisms and the
transport of a reduced number of species to model ignition and combustion chemistry. In LES,
subgrid-scale closure for the chemical source terms has been modeled in terms of a transported or
assumed probability-density function (PDF, Baurle and Girimaji 2003), or an eddy-dissipation con-
cept (EDC, Chakraborty et al. 2000). In the low Mach number approximation, unsteady flamelet
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(Pitsch 2000) and flamelet progress-variable approaches (Pierce and Moin 2004) have been used
in LES of turbulent combustion with autoignition phenomena. Chemistry-tabulation approaches
including flamelet-generated manifold (FGM) methods with complex chemistry and some compress-
ibility corrections have been applied to supersonic combustion (e.g., Sabelnikov et al. 1998, Terrapon
et al. 2009, Saghafian et al. 2015) assuming that small-scale reaction-zone structure in a supersonic
combustor can be described by laminar-flamelet equations.
It is useful to assess these approaches in the turbulent supersonic hydrocarbon-combustion envi-
ronment at low supersonic flight Mach numbers. As is known, detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms
do not reliably capture autoignition of hydrocarbons at (initially) low to intermediate temperatures,
or at off-stoichiometric conditions (cf. Appendix C). The validity of the laminar-flamelet approxima-
tion should also be assessed in the typical turbulent-flow environment anticipated in low supersonic
Mach number, high Reynolds number hydrocarbon-fueled scramjet combustors. As discussed below
and based on turbulence-chemistry scaling arguments, supersonic combustion of hydrocarbons likely
occurs in the distributed reaction-zone (DRZ) regime.
This chapter discusses these issues and proposes a unit-model for the small-scale reaction-zone
structure of hydrocarbon combustion in the DRZ regime, based on the Lagrangian balloon-reactor
concept introduced by Dimotakis and Hall (1987). This unit-model can be used to generate state-
space manifolds (tables) that contain detailed DRZ combustion data as a function of a reduced
thermochemical state. Induction and autoignition are treated based on either experimental ignition-
delay data-driven models, or on detailed chemical kinetics, in regimes where the latter are expected
to be reliable. A LES implementation of the proposed method is demonstrated to capture several
important flow features of a complex supersonic reacting flowfield in which autoignition phenomena
are important.
4.2 Small-scale structure of supersonic combustion
This section identifies two aspects of supersonic hydrocarbon-combustion modeling: autoignition
and the small-scale structure of the reacting flow field (Poinsot and Veynante 2005). Supersonic
hydrocarbon combustion is typically characterized by intense turbulence that promotes efficient fuel-
air dispersion and mixing. Relatively low pre-ignition (induction) temperatures and short residence
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times lead to ignition-delay times can be large relative to flow-path timescales, as experimentally
confirmed by Gruenig and Mayinger (1999), Micka and Driscoll (2012), and Bateup et al. (2013),
for example.
Depending on local ratios of turbulence-to-reaction length and time scales (e.g., Borghi 1984,
Peters 1988, 1999), turbulent reacting fluid can (locally) form quasi-laminar flame-sheets, wrinkled
or corrugated flame-sheets, thin reaction zones, or distributed reaction zones. As a notional aid, Fig.
4.1 (left) shows a non-premixed hydrocarbon flame at low Reynolds number (Re < 103, Dimotakis
1997). Figure 4.1 (right) shows OH-PLIF in distributed reaction zones of an ethylene jet in a heated
supersonic oxygen crossflow (Ben-Yakar 2000), with high Reynolds number. The resolution of the
OH-PLIF image on the right is approximately 0.2 mm per pixel, smaller than the flame thickness
(Go¨ttgens et al. 1992).
Figure 4.1: Non-premixed hydrocarbon flame (left, Dimotakis 1997, reproduced with permission),
and OH-PLIF in a burning ethylene jet in supersonic, heated O2 crossflow (right, Ben-Yakar 2000,
reproduced with permission)
Determining the small-scale structure of lowMach number supersonic and high-subsonic hydrogen-
and hydrocarbon-air combustion is challenging. Balakrishnan and Williams (1994) and Ingenito and
Bruno (2010) argue that supersonic hydrogen combustion in high Mach number scramjets occurs
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in thin flame sheets based on scaling arguments and large-eddy simulations using one-step chem-
istry. However, arguments based on local strain-rate magnitudes in relevant Reynolds number and
Mach number regimes suggest that only a small fraction of chemical-product formation and heat
release can occur in such a regime (Egolfopoulos et al. 1996). More recently, Cocks (2011) reaches
a similar conclusion and finds that analyses based on one-step chemistry underestimate chemical
time scales, suggesting that distributed reactions are present and may dominate, even in kinetically
fast supersonic hydrogen-air combustion, as also noted by Gamba and Mungal (2015a) in supersonic
jet-in-crossflow hydrogen-air combustion experiments.
Recent combustion experiments of simple hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon-hydrogen blends further
support the finding that high-speed combustion of hydrocarbons with sufficiently-high turbulence
intensity likely occurs in a distributed reactions regime. Experiments by Zhou et al. (2015) capture
the onset of distributed reactions in turbulent high-speed methane-air jet-flames at jet-diameter
based Reynolds numbers as low as Rej = 2 × 104, consistent with the mixing-transition onset for
turbulent jets (Dimotakis 2000). Evidence of thick flames with autoignition in a sonic ethylene-
hydrogen jet in a high-subsonic (M = 0.62) heated-air crossflow was also noted by Micka and
Driscoll (2012).
4.2.1 Autoignition-dominated distributed reaction zone (DRZ) combus-
tion
Intense turbulence generated by fuel-air mixing in supersonic combustors using shear-layer or jet-
in-crossflow injection yields Kolmogorov length scales of a few micrometers (µm). Kolmogorov-size
(and larger) eddies, approximately an order-of-magnitude smaller than the predicted thin reaction-
zone thickness of a flame, penetrate the reaction zone and break down local flamelet structures into
locally distributed reactions. We note, however, that eddies smaller than ∼ 50 times the Kolmogorov
scale are in the viscous regime (Dimotakis 2000, Section 3), and those at the Kolmogorov scale do
not contain much kinetic energy to ‘stir’ and break down the thin reaction zone of the flame. The
disruption of the reaction zone is likely accomplished by more-energetic eddies a few times larger
than the Kolmogorov scale.
The onset of distributed reactions at high Karlovitz numbers was observed in numerical simu-
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lation (DNS) results by Aspden et al. (2011) and subsequently experimentally observed by Zhou
et al. (2015). In the DRZ regime, rapid turbulent mixing at scales smaller than thin reaction zones
eliminates the local steep temperature and species gradients encountered in flamelet regimes. This
leads to a departure from diffusion-dominated flamelet behavior.
Formally, if the local reaction-zone Karlovitz number, i.e., the square of the ratio of the reaction-
zone thickness δR to the Kolmogorov length-scale λK,
KaR =
( δR
λK
)2
, (4.1)
is larger than 102, i.e., for δR/λK > 10, combustion can be assumed to occur in the DRZ regime
(Zhou et al. 2015).
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Figure 4.2: Premixed ethylene-air flame structure at combustor inlet conditions anticipated in a
M∞ = 6 scramjet
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We consider a hypothetical M∞ = 6 ethylene-burning scramjet at an altitude of 65,000 ft. with
a flight-to-combustor-inlet Mach-number ratio of 3.5, for example. The combustor inlet conditions
for such a vehicle are T ' 1150 K, p ' 4 bar (Heiser and Pratt 1994). The one-dimensional flame
structure of a premixed, stoichiometric ethylene-air flame at those conditions was determined from
a one-dimensional flame simulation using the UCSD (2012) mechanism, and the Cantera software
package (Goodwin 2005). The reaction-zone thickness is on the order of δR ' 10−4 m = 100 µm, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, using CH concentration as a reaction-zone marker (Zhou et al. 2015). xF is the
flame-normal coordinate.
Assuming Kolmogorov-turbulence scaling, the local Kolmogorov length scales with the local (inte-
gral) turbulence length-scale, l0, and the turbulence Reynolds number, Re
′, based on the fluctuating
(rms) component of velocity u′,
λK ' l0 (Re′)−3/4 , (4.2)
where
Re′ ' u
′l0
ν
. (4.3)
Values of Re′ are bounded if based on unburnt and burnt-fluid kinematic viscosities, with unburnt-
fluid Reynolds numbers Re′u larger than burnt-fluid Reynolds number Re
′
b.
The local reaction-zone Karlovitz number can then be expressed as
KaR '
(δR
l0
)2
(Re′)
3/2
, (4.4)
where the upper and lower bounding values of KaR are dictated, in part, by the local kinematic
viscosity in burnt and unburnt fluid mixtures. Supersonic shear-layer turbulence intensity, u′, is
typically 0.15-0.23 of ∆U = U1 − U2, the high-speed (U1) to low-speed (U2) velocity difference
across the shear layer (e.g., Batt 1977, Browand and Latigo 1979, Goebel and Dutton 1991). The
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integral turbulence length scale, l0, can be approximated by the local shear-layer thickness.
1
Experimentally determined normal jet-in-crossflow turbulence intensity is between 0.05 and 0.15
of the freestream (crossflow) velocity, U1, in the vicinity of the jet (for x/dj < 10; e.g., Santiago and
Dutton 1997), while the integral turbulence length scale in the near field can be approximated by
the jet diameter, l0 ∼ dj. The range of local turbulence Reynolds numbers in burnt and unburnt
fluid (using bounding values of burnt and unburnt density and viscosity), based on u′ and the jet
diameter for a sonic jet in a M∞ = 1.7 crossflow, or the local transverse extent of the shear-layer
with high-speed side M∞ = 1.7 and a velocity ratio U1/U2 = 0.25, is then
2× 104 ≤Re′u ≤ 105
5× 103 ≤Re′b ≤ 2.5× 104 ,
(4.5)
corresponding to flow above the mixing transition (Dimotakis 2000). Assuming Kolmogorov scaling,
the Kolmogorov length scale within the jet-in-crossflow and shear-layer regions is then in the range,
3 µm < λK < 25 µm , (4.6)
with the smallest eddies in the unburnt fluid. Corresponding reaction-zone Karlovitz numbers are
then 30 ≤ KaR ≤ 1000. Table 4.1 lists the expected range of turbulence intensity, turbulence
Reynolds number, and Karlovitz number in a M∞ = 6 ethylene-fueled scramjet described above, for
shear-layer and normal jet-in-crossflow flows. We note that the bounding values of λK and KaR are
extrema, and the bulk of the flow is expected to have intermediate values of λK and KaR.
Table 4.1: Turbulence-chemistry scaling in an ethylene-fueled M∞ = 6 scramjet
Injection U1 m/s U2 m/s u
′ m/s Re′ KaR
Shear-layer 1.1× 103 3× 102 120 to 200 5× 103 to 105 80 to 800
Jet-in-crossflow 1.1× 103 50 to 150 5× 103 to 5× 104 20 to 1000
1The shear-layer turbulence integral length-scale is estimated using the expression for incompressible shear-layer
growth rate, with the growth-rate coefficient Cδ halved to account for compressibility and heat-release effects (Dimo-
takis 1991).
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This confirms that distributed-reaction regimes are expected in low Mach number supersonic hydro-
carbon combustion with either shear-layer or normal jet-in-crossflow fuel injection.
Here, hydrogen and ethylene (C2H4) are considered as fuels, by way of example. Ethylene and
ethylene-containing blends are commonly used in ground tests of supersonic and high-speed com-
bustion to provide validation data for simulations. In flight vehicles, higher-hydrocarbon fuels would
be used that would be thermally cracked. Thermal cracking of liquid fuels, including kerosene, into
C1 −C3 gas-phase fuels is used endothermically for engine cooling and thermal balance, also reduc-
ing ignition delays by introducing reactive radical species. Ethylene is produced as the principal
component of thermally cracked n-dodecane, for example, which is a commonly used kerosene sur-
rogate (Nakaya et al. 2015). As a result and to facilitate validation, the EVM simulation framework
is initially intended for modeling combustion of ethylene, ethylene blends, or hydrogen (cf. Chapter
5). However, the framework can be extended to larger gas-phase hydrocarbons.
4.2.2 Unit model for DRZ combustion
The small-scale structure of a reacting flow in the distributed reaction-zone (DRZ) regime is described
as a collection of convected Lagrangian unsteady well-stirred reactors (e.g., Dimotakis and Hall 1987)
that entrain and mix surrounding fluid as they evolve through induction to ignition and combustion,
and whose entrainment/mixing and reaction timescales are comparable.
In an Eulerian frame, the general form of the α-species transport equation (e.g., Dimotakis 2005)
is
∂ρYα
∂t
+
∂
∂x
· [(u+ vα)ρYα] = ω˙α , (4.7)
where Yα is the α-species mass fraction, vα is the α-species diffusion velocity in the u frame, and ω˙α
is the α-species production rate. α = 1, 2, 3, ..., Nα, where Nα is the number of species. Velocity
can be further partitioned into u = u + u′R , where u is the bulk velocity and u
′
R are small-scale
velocity fluctuations that dominate transport in intense turbulence (as shown experimentally by
Barlow et al. 2005), i.e., |u′R|  |vα|. Eq. 4.7 can then be rewritten as,
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∂ρYα
∂t
+
∂
∂x
· (ρYαu) + ∂
∂x
· (ρYαu′R) = ω˙α . (4.8)
The velocity resolved in a LES is the bulk velocity, u, while small-scale velocity fluctuations, u′R,
correspond to subgrid-scale (SGS) velocity fluctuations that must be modeled.
We consider a Lagrangian (convected) material element with volume VR, surface area ∂VR, and
mass mR, depicted in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Convected material element
The material element is convected at the bulk fluid velocity, u, while the small-scale velocity fluc-
tuations, u′R, are assumed to contribute to the mass flux entrained into (m˙en) and transported out
(m˙out) of the reactor. The species conservation equation in the convected frame of such a material
element is then
dρYαVR
dt
= m˙enYα,en − m˙outYα,out + VR ω˙α , (4.9)
where Yα,en and Yα,out are the α-species mass fractions of the fluid entering and exiting the control
volume, respectively. Yα,out = Yα if a homogeneous material element is assumed. Expanding the
left-hand side of Eq. 4.9, and assuming a constant-mass material element, i.e., ρVR = const., we
obtain,
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dρYαVR
dt
= Yα
dρVR
dt
+ ρVR
dYα
dt
= ρVR
dYα
dt
. (4.10)
Noting that, for a constant-mass material element, m˙en = m˙out = m˙, we rewrite Eq. 4.9,
dYα
dt
=
m˙
ρVR
(Yα,en − Yα) + ω˙α
ρ
. (4.11)
We then define an entrainment parameter χ that describes the normalized mass flux through the
material element caused by small-scale velocity fluctuations,
χ =
m˙
ρVR
, (4.12)
and rewrite Eq. 4.11 as an unsteady, well-stirred reactor,
dYα
dt
= χ(Yα,en − Yα) + ω˙Yα([Yα],Θ) , (4.13)
where the chemical-source term is rewritten as ω˙Yα = ω˙α ρ
−1. The chemical source term for the
α-species is a function of the overall composition vector, [Yα],
2 as well as the thermodynamic state
of the fluid element, Θ. The thermodynamic state can be defined by the internal specific energy, e,
here defined with respect to an ambient state (Tref = 298.15 K), and density, ρ, or, alternatively,
the specific enthalpy, h, and pressure, p, i.e.,
Θ = [e, ρ] or Θ = [h, p] . (4.14)
At the smallest scales, turbulent combustion in the DRZ regime is then modeled as a Lagrangian
convected unsteady well-stirred reactor (WSR), or ‘balloon’ reactor,3 that is entraining surrounding
fluid with composition Yα,en at a rate χ. The energy-conservation equation (e.g., Landau and Lifshitz
1989) in the convected frame of the material element is
2Square brackets [..] or bold type x denote a vector. For example, [Yα] is a vector with Nα elements.
3The terms ‘Lagrangian WSR’, ‘convected WSR’, and ‘balloon reactor’ are used interchangeably in this chapter.
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d
dt
(ρ eVR) = m˙enhen − m˙outhout − pdVR
dt
, (4.15)
where hen and hout denote the enthalpy of the fluid entrained into or exiting the reactor, respectively.
Using the same assumptions applied to Eq. 4.9, i.e., m˙en = m˙out = m˙, and hout = h, we obtain
de
dt
= χ(hen − h) − p
ρ
(
1
VR
dVR
dt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dilatation
, (4.16)
with a dilatation term, as indicated, that can be rewritten in terms of density, i.e.,
1
VR
dVR
dt
= −1
ρ
dρ
dt
. (4.17)
Noting that h = e+ p ρ−1, Eq. 4.16 can be written as,
dh
dt
= χ(hen − h) + 1
ρ
dp
dt
. (4.18)
The pressure of the reactor, p(t), entrained-fluid composition vector, [Yα,en], entrained-fluid
enthalpy, hen, or energy, een, and turbulent entrainment rate, χ, are functions of the fluid and flow
surrounding the reactor. These quantities are either calculated or assumed to be model inputs.
The entrainment rate, χ, can be related to turbulence intensity by estimating the magnitude of the
small-scale turbulent fluctuations, u′R = |u′R|, that contribute to mass flux through the reactor,
χ =
m˙
ρVR
' ∂VR
VR
u′R
2
=
G
∆R
u′R
2
, (4.19)
where ∆R ' VR(∂VR)−1 is the characteristic reactor dimension, and G is a geometrical factor relating
surface area to volume (3 for a sphere, 6 for a cube, etc.). The factor of 2 in the denominator
arises if one assumes that roughly half the velocity fluctuations contribute to mass flux into the
control volume, and half to mass flux out of the control volume. The magnitude of the small-scale
fluctuations, u′R, that contribute to turbulent transport can be approximately related to the kinetic
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energy, keR, contained in those scales as
u′R =
√
2
3
keR. (4.20)
Recall that u′R does not represent the rms value of the turbulent fluctuations, rather the magnitude
of the small-scale (reactor-scale) velocity fluctuations that are primarily responsible for turbulent
transport at the reactor scale, which would correspond to the subgrid-scale in a LES. The character-
istic reactor length scale, ∆R, can be approximated as on the order of the (thickened) reaction-zone
thickness. Zhou et al. (2015) proposed a reaction-zone thickness threshold of 4 × δR, where δR is
the laminar-flame reaction-zone thickness, for combustion to be categorized as in the DRZ reagime.
The characteristic reactor length scale can then be approximated as ∆R ' 4× δR.
The proposed framework and model is not intended to capture combustion in quasi-laminar flames
for which a flamelet-based approach may be more appropriate; it targets the DRZ regime in which
reactants (partially) mix, become (nearly) homogeneous at small scales, and react, and which is
anticipated in the high-speed/supersonic regimes of interest here, for example.
4.2.3 The effects of χ
Increasing χ increases the overall reactivity of a Lagrangian WSR described above. Figure 4.4 plots
the product mass-fraction source term, ω˙YP,
ω˙YP = ω˙YCO2 + ω˙YCO + ω˙YH2O + ω˙YH2 , (4.21)
against the normalized product mass fraction, YP/YP,eq, where
YP = YCO + YCO2 + YH2O + YH2 , (4.22)
and YP,eq is the value of YP at thermodynamic equilibrium, in a constant-enthalpy and pressure
WSR.
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Figure 4.4: Product mass-fraction source term for various values of χ, for a WSR entraining burnt
fluid (top), and unburnt fluid (bottom)
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The reactor entrains stoichiometry-, enthalpy-, and pressure-matched fluid (i.e., hen = h(t =
0), p = const.) with various values of χ, for a mixture of stoichiometric ethylene-air. Chemical
kinetics are determined using the UCSD (2012) mechanism. Figure 4.4 (top) shows the results of a
reactor entraining initial reactor fluid at thermochemical equilibrium at constant [h, p] (burnt fluid),
i.e.,
Yα,en = (Yα,t=0)eq,[h,p] , (4.23)
while Fig. 4.4 (bottom) shows the results of a reactor entraining unburnt fluid, i.e.,
Yα,en = Yα(t = 0) . (4.24)
The extent of combustion completion of the entrained fluid affects the reaction evolution in the
reactor. Entraining combustion products (cf. Fig. 4.4, top) increases the aggregate source term
of the combustion products, ω˙YP, relative to a reactor entraining unburnt fluid (Fig. 4.4, bottom).
In addition to increasing the reactivity of an already-reacting fluid element, entraining burnt fluid
into a reactor with initial (unburnt) conditions below those necessary for autoignition provides a
mechanism for autoignition.
4.3 Induction modeling in autoignition-dominated flows
Autoignition is important in supersonic and high-speed reacting flows. Efficient and reliable ignition
modeling in these flows is challenged by the complexity of existing ignition models, and by their
limited reliability in low-temperature or off-stoichiometric conditions anticipated in certain regions
of supersonic combustors.
Detailed chemical-kinetic models that track radical-pool evolution during induction leading to
autoignition offer adequate ignition-delay predictions in a limited range of conditions. The compu-
tational expense of detailed chemical-kinetics in simulations of turbulent high-speed reacting flows
places such simulations beyond present reach, especially for reactions involving complex hydrocar-
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bons that require transporting a large number of species. Moreover, detailed chemical-kinetic mech-
anisms and associated reduced/skeletal mechanisms do not agree with experimental ignition-delay
data at low temperatures or off-stoichiometric conditions.
An experimental data driven approach to induction modeling is described in this section. The
proposed approach is computationally tractable, requiring the transport of only a few variables.
In addition, it offers improved reliability relative to detailed chemical-kinetic approaches at low
temperatures or off-stoichiometric conditions.
4.3.1 Chemical-kinetic mechanisms for induction modeling
Detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms typically describe the evolution of tens to hundreds of species
(reaction intermediates) using Arrhenius-like equations, with parameters that are fit to match ex-
perimental or theoretical data. Hydrocarbon oxidation is strongly hierarchical. Complex hydro-
carbons (C4 and larger) break down into smaller hydrocarbons (C1, C2, and C3) along various
pathways to product-formation and heat-release (e.g., Law 2010). Mechanisms for larger hydrocar-
bons contain sub-mechanisms for the oxidation of smaller (C1-C3) hydrocarbons. The reliability
of large-hydrocarbon chemical-kinetic models is then also limited by that of its sub-mechanisms.
The reliability of autoignition-dominated complex-hydrocarbon combustion simulations depends on
the reliability of the chemical-kinetic sub-mechanisms for small hydrocarbons, such as hydrogen,
methane, ethane, acetylene, and ethylene, at the simulated conditions. Ignition-delay times pre-
dicted by chemical-kinetic models for C1-C3 hydrocarbons are reliable at intermediate temperatures
(1200 K ≤ T ≤ 1600 K) and near-stoichiometric conditions, but are less reliable at lower temper-
atures and off-stoichiometric conditions.
Appendix C assesses the predictive capability of a selection of state-of-the-art and heritage de-
tailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms (Table 4.2) for induction modeling, based on experimental shock-
tube ethylene ignition-delay times (Table 4.3). The list of mechanisms in Table 4.2 is not exhaustive,
but is representative of detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms developed over the past two decades
for smaller hydrocarbons.
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Table 4.2: Detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms
Name (year) [abbr.] Species (Nα) Reactions Intended use
Ranzi C1-C3 (2012), RNZ 98 1863 C1-C3 oxidation
UCSD (2012), SD 50 244 CnHm oxidation
JetSurF 2.0 (2010), JET 348 2163 CnHm oxidation
USC Mech II (2007), USC 111 784 H2/CO/C1-C4 oxidation
LLNL C1-C3 (1998), LLNL 155 689 C1-C3 oxidation
GRI-Mech 3.0 (2000), GRI 53 325 Natural gas combustion
Davis-C3 (1999), DC3 71 469 Propene pyrolysis and oxidation
Laskin, Wang, Law (2000), LWL 94 614 1,3-butadiene oxidation
Dagaut (1990), DAG 71 412 C2H4 pyrolysis and oxydation
The experimental shock-tube ignition-delay data (Ni individual ignition experiments) in Table
4.3 is for ethylene ignition. Similar ignition-delay data are available for a wide range of practical
and research fuels across a large range of thermodynamic conditions, and stoichiometry, φ.
Overall, the mean variance between ignition-delay times predicted by recent, well-resolved chemical-
kinetic mechanisms and experimental ignition-delay data is on the order of 50-100%, and considerably
higher at low temperatures or at off-stoichiometric conditions, or both (for more detail, see Appendix
C). This motivates the development of the data-driven induction-evolution model, described in the
following section.
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Table 4.3: Experimental (shock-tube) ethylene ignition-delay data sets
Reference (year) Ni T (K) p (bar) φ Ignition diagnostic
Kopp et al. (2014) 107 [1000, 1400] [1, 25] [0.3, 2.0] ∆p, OH*
Saxena et al. (2011) 148 [1050, 1850] [1.9, 20.2] [1,3] Visible, OH*, CH*
Penyazkov et al. (2009) 42 [1100, 1500] [6, 16] [0.5, 2.0] CH*, OH*, C2
Kalitan et al. (2005) 79 [1100, 1750] [1, 3] [0.5, 1.0] OH*
Horning (2001) 27 [1250, 1600] [1, 4] 1.0 CH*
Colket and Spadaccini (2001) 27 [1100, 1400] [5, 8] [0.5, 1] OH*
Jachimowski (1977) 25 [1800, 2400] [1.1, 1.7] [0.5, 1.5] CO, CO2
Hidaka et al. (1974) 77 [1400, 2100] [2, 5] [1.0, 3.0] CH*
Baker and Skinner (1972) 150 [1050, 1900] [3, 12] [0.125, 2.0] OH*
Suzuki et al. (1973) 124 [850, 1300] [1.0, 3.2] [0.5, 2.5] OH absorption
Drummond (1968) 49 [1000, 1700] [1.0, 2.2] [1.0, 2.0] OH*
Gay et al. (1967) 57 [1400, 2300] [0.2, 0.4] [1.0, 2.0] CH*
Homer and Kistiakowsky (1967) 17 [1500, 2300] [0.3, 0.8] [0.5, 1.5] CO, CO2
4.3.2 Induction evolution based on characteristic ignition-delay time
The overall rate at which a reacting, homogeneous fluid element progresses towards ignition can
be approximated as a function of the instantaneous characteristic ignition delay, td,c, of the fluid
element that integrates to an arbitrary value, κ, at the time of ignition (Williams 1970), i.e.,
∫ t
0
ζi(td,c)dt = τi, 0 < τi < κ , (4.25)
where τi is an induction-evolution variable (or progress variable), and κ is the value of τi at ignition.
A linear expression for the induction-evolution rate was originally proposed by Williams (1970,
1985),
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ζi =
1
td,c
, (4.26)
and has been used to model induction in internal-combustion engines (e.g., Da Cruz 2004, Colin
et al. 2005). This linear model, however, does not capture the exponential growth of the radical
pool with time. We define the radical pool for ethylene ignition, for example, as the sum of the mass
fractions of radicals that contribute to the ignition process, including hydroperoxyl, methyl, vinyl,
aldehyde, ethyl, and acetyl (Xu and Konnov 2012), i.e.,
Yrad = YHO2 + YCH3 + YC2H3 + YHCO + YC2H5 + YCH3CO . (4.27)
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Figure 4.5: Radical-pool concentration-evolution predictions using detailed chemical kinetics
Figure 4.5 plots Yrad as predicted by the RNZ, JET, and SD chemical-kinetic mechanisms (cf. Table
4.2) for stoichiometric ethylene-air ignition at atmospheric pressure and an initial temperature of
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1200 K, and illustrates the exponential evolution of the radical pool during induction. The radical-
pool dynamic range is uncertain. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, the radical-pool dynamic-range varies
between (approximately) two and four decades. Further experimental work would be useful to reduce
uncertainty in the dynamic range of the radical-pool concentration during induction.
Differences between linear and exponential growth rates are anticipated to be important if mixing
and chemical timescales are comparable. An empirical expression for the overall induction-evolution
rate is proposed, tailored to capture the exponential radical-pool growth, i.e.,
ζi(τi, td,c, κ, τi,0) = log
( κ
τi,0
)
τi
( 1
td,c
)
, (4.28)
where τi,0 is the induction-evolution variable background value, and κ/τi,0 is the radical-pool concen-
tration dynamic range during induction. Figure 4.6 plots the evolution of the ethylene-air ignition
radical-pool predicted by the UCSD mechanism normalized by the radical pool at ignition, Yrad,d
(Eq. 4.27), i.e.,
Yˆrad =
Yrad
Yrad,d
. (4.29)
The radical-pool evolution predicted by the UCSD mechanism is captured better by the exponential-
growth model for τi, with κ=1, and κ/τi,0 = 10
4, relative to the linear-growth model that over-
predicts the value of τi throughout most of the induction period (cf. Fig. 4.6).
The characteristic ignition delay, td,c, can be estimated a priori based on detailed chemical-kinetic
simulations using constant volume, or constant-pressure (depending on the application) homogeneous
reactors. Alternately, the characteristic ignition delay can be extracted from experimental data.
As noted above and as is well-known, using detailed chemical kinetics to determine ignition-delay
for hydrocarbons leads to errors at low temperature or off-stoichiometric conditions. A model
based on experimental data can offer improved reliability at low temperatures and off-stoichiometric
conditions. However, such data are typically not uniformly distributed across their parameter values,
may include outliers, may not be available for the regime of interest, and assembling a suitable data
set requires a suitable objective methodology.
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Figure 4.6: Ethylene ignition radical-pool growth (UCSD mechanism)
4.3.3 Induction-evolution modeling based on shock-tube data
An exponential-growth function for the induction-evolution variable ζi can be expressed in terms of
an algebraic expression for the characteristic ignition delay, based on suitable experimental ignition-
delay data. The principal difficulty lies in collapsing a large, sparse, non-uniform experimental
dataset into a tractable expression for 1/td,c (cf. Eq. 4.28). The proposed approach is to express
1/td,c in a formulation that captures the dependence of the characteristic ignition-delay on mixture
temperature, pressure, and composition. The dependence is well captured by an expression that
modifies the Arrhenius form by including a pressure-dependence of the activation energy observed
by Kalitan et al. (2005), and a power-law pressure, temperature, fuel, and oxidizer mass-fraction
dependence. The expression employed is of the form,
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1
td,c
= ζ0θ
apib exp
(−β(1 + ηpi)
θ
)
Y cC2H4Y
d
O2
, (4.30)
in terms of a scaled temperature, θ = T/1000 K, and pressure, pi = p/1 bar. The general form of the
expression for reciprocal characteristic ignition-delay time was adapted from a modified Arrhenius
form with temperature and pressure dependence (e.g., Saxena et al. 2011), with an additional pres-
sure dependence in the exponential to account for the pressure dependence of the activation energy
observed by Horning (2001). The seven fit parameters, [ζ0, a, b, β, η, c, d], are determined from the
experimental data using an iterative fitting and filtering process.
Outliers within the set of Ni experimental ignition-delay data-points, td,n, n = 1, 2, ..., Ni, are
identified and removed by iteratively fitting the reciprocal of the experimental ignition-delay dataset,
1/td,n, to Eq. 4.30 in a logarithmic least-squares sense, calculating the residual of each of the Ni
data points, i.e.,
rn =
td,c − td,n
td,n
, n ≤ (Ni − k) , (4.31)
where k is the iteration number, removing the point with the largest (absolute value) residual, and
repeating the process on the remaining Ni − k datapoints until the maximum residual falls below
some threshold rmax,
rk,max = [max(rn)]k < rmax , (4.32)
or until it becomes evident that the filtering process is no longer rejecting outliers (cf. Fig. 4.7).
As an example, this process is applied to the Ni ' 950 ethylene-ignition experiments listed in
Table 4.3. The data are sparse in certain regimes (off-stoichiometric composition, relatively high
or low temperatures and pressures) and dense in others (stoichiometric composition, intermediate
temperatures and pressures). The dataset comprises experimental data recorded over many years,
on different experimental setups, whose self-consistency and consistency relative to other data is not
well known a priori.
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Figure 4.7: Decrease in maximum residual with iteration number k (solid black). The k-value cutoff
is selected when the residual decay approaches a smooth curve (dashed red).
While removing data responsible for the largest variance will always decrease residuals, plotting
rk,max versus iteration number k (Fig. 4.7) shows that only 10-20 out of 950, or so, points (∼ 2%)
are responsible for large residuals that range between 2.0 and 6.0 with respect to the rest of the data.
The residual and rate of decrease of rk,max rapidly decreases with k in the first ∼ 50 iterations, then
collapses on a relatively smooth curve, indicating that further filtering no longer rejects outliers. In
this case, filtering was stopped after k = 50 iterations (rk,max ' 1.2), retaining 900 out of the initial
950 data points.
The retained (Ni − k ' 900) data points span a temperature range of 1000 K < T < 2300 K and
provide the basis for the determination of the seven fit coefficients for Eq. 4.30. The resulting fit
parameters are presented in Table 4.4. The magnitude of 1015 of the pre-exponential ζ0 offsets the
very small magnitude of the exponential that is on the order of e−30.
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Table 4.4: Fit coefficients
ζ0 7.81 ×1015 s−1
a -10.6
b 0.628
β 30.0
η -0.0026
c 0.0564
d 0.797
Equation 4.30 is valid within the range of temperature, pressure, and fuel and oxygen concen-
trations spanned by the experimental data set. It collapses onto a 2-dimensional response surface
in [θ, pi], plotted in Figure 4.8. The surface with the overlaid mesh depicts the region of validity in
[θ, pi]-space of Eq. 4.30, while the points plot the experimental data on which the surface is based.
The combined induction-evolution expression then becomes
ζi(τi, κ, τi,0, θ, pi, YC2H4, YO2 ) = log
( κ
τi,0
)
τi ζ0 θ
a pib exp
(−β(1 + ηpi)
θ
)
Y cC2H4 Y
d
O2 , (4.33)
with fit parameter values shown in Table 4.4. Figure 4.9 plots the residuals of the experimental
ignition-delay data with respect to Eq. 4.33, vs. (scaled) temperature and pressure.
The mean (absolute value) of the residual across the range of conditions is, approximately, 0.34,
and the mean residual is 0.07. The Pearson correlation coefficient of Eq. 4.33 with respect to the
data, using the fit coefficients in Table 4.4, is 0.935.
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Figure 4.8: Reciprocal ignition-delay surface
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Figure 4.9: Residuals as a function of temperature (left) and pressure (right)
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The experimental-data-driven approach to induction modeling described above can improve the
reliability of simulations of autoignition-dominated complex-hydrocarbon combustion with regions
of low temperature and off-stoichiometric conditions.
4.4 Post-ignition manifold
This section describes tabulating the post-ignition detailed composition and combustion-evolution
rate as a function of four or five state variables that include the thermodynamic state Θ (two
variables, [h, p] or [e, ρ]), a combustion-evolution variable, τc (Eq. 4.34), a conserved mixture fraction,
Z (Eq. 4.37), and a turbulent-entrainment parameter, χ (cf. Section 4.2.2). For a reduced number
of state variables, the value of χ can be fixed to a characteristic value. The state variables are based
on the Lagrangian WSR model introduced in Section 4.2.2 to describe the small-scale reaction
zone in DRZ combustion. The table, or manifold,4 contains the species mass-fraction vector, [Yα],
and aggregate combustion-evolution rate, ζc (Eq. 4.36). The (post-ignition) combustion-evolution
variable, τc, that determines the extent of combustion completion in the material fluid element is
defined as,
τc =
YP
YP,eq
, (4.34)
where YP is the local instantaneous product mass-fraction, which for hydrocarbons can be assume
to be given by,
YP = YCO + YCO2 + YH2O + YH2 , (4.35)
excluding combustion products with small equilibrium mass fractions (e.g., Van Oijen and De Goey
2002, and others). The quantity YP,eq is the equilibrium value of YP at the local thermodynamic
state and stoichiometry, i.e., YP,eq = YP,eq(Z, e, ρ). The value of τc is then between zero and unity,
i.e., 0 < τc < 1.
4These two terms are used interchangeably in this section.
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This definition of τc is similar to the progress variable used by Van Oijen and De Goey (2002),
and others, in the Flamelet-Generated Manifold (FGM) formulation. A key conceptual difference,
however, is that in the FGM formulation YP = YP(xF ), where xF is the spatial flame-normal
coordinate, while in the EVM formulation YP evolves in Lagrangian reactor time, YP = YP(t). The
value of τc is 0 for unburnt reactants and YP/YP,eq = 1 at the local equilibrium (burnt) state. This
allows EVM to track the Lagrangian evolution of the progress of combustion of a fluid element in a
simulation.
The overall combustion-evolution rate is defined as,
ζc =
ω˙YP
YP,eq
, (4.36)
where ω˙YP is the product mass-fraction source term. ζc is the source term for the combustion-
evolution variable τc.
The conserved mixture fraction is defined as the mass fraction of the reacting fluid that originates
from a particular fuel stream. For the simple case of a single fuel stream in pure (not vitiated)
oxidizer, and assuming no differential-diffusion effects in the turbulence environment considered
here (cf. Barlow et al. 2005), Z is represented by elemental (atomic) mass fraction, Y, of hydrogen
and carbon (YH + YC) in the fluid element relative to the elemental mass fraction of hydrogen and
carbon in the fuel stream of the system, i.e.,
Z =
YC + YH
(YC + YH)F . (4.37)
We note that the value of the denominator of Eq. 4.37 in a pure fuel stream is unity. For a
pure-ethylene fuel stream, for example,
(YC + YH)C2H4 = 1 . (4.38)
As an illustrative example, we calculate the value of Z for combustion products of a mixture of
0.1 ethylene and 0.9 air, by mass, with T0 = 1200 K, and p = 1 bar. The second column of Table 4.5
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lists the mass fractions of the i ≤ 9 species (left column) with mass fractions larger than 10−5. The
third and fourth columns list the elemental carbon and hydrogen mass fraction contribution of each
species, respectively. The right column lists the sum of the elemental hydrogen and carbon mass
fraction contribution of each of the species listed. The sum of those contributions is 0.1, recovering
the original fuel-stream mixture fraction.
Table 4.5: Mixture fraction, Z, example
Y YC YH (YC + YH)
N2 0.7001 0 0 0
CO 0.1653 0.0709 0 0.0709
H2O 0.0707 0 0.0079 0.0079
CO2 0.0540 0.0148 0 0.0148
H2 0.0058 0 0.0058 0.0058
OH 0.0029 0 0.0002 0.0002
H 0.0004 0 0.0005 0.0005
O2 0.0003 0 0 0
O 0.0003 0 0 0∑ ' 1 ∑ = 0.086 ∑ = 0.014 ∑ = 0.1
Having defined the quantities Z and τc, we can imagine the solution, [Yα(t)], of Eq. 4.13 evolving
along a trajectory in IR5 state space with coordinates [τc, Z,Θ, χ], starting from an initial point in
IR5, i.e., [τc, Z,Θ, χ]t=0, through [τc, Z,Θ, χ](t) (recall, Θ = [h, p] or [e, ρ]). The question is:
Can the detailed composition of a Lagrangian fluid element in the DRZ regime, as defined in Eq.
4.13, be expressed only as a function of its state, or the instantaneous value of [τc, Z,Θ, χ], and not
its history, or the trajectory traversed to that state?
In other words, if Eqs. 4.13 and 4.16 or 4.18 are solved for different initial and entrained-fluid
conditions, so that solution trajectories cross at some point in state space, i.e.,
[τc, Z,Θ, χ]1 = [τc, Z,Θ, χ]2 , (4.39)
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will the species mass-fraction vector be the same at that point, [Yα]1 ' [Yα]2, regardless of the
trajectory traversed to reach that state?
If true, the detailed composition and reaction-evolution rate of a reacting fluid element can be
expressed as a function of τc,Θ, Z, and χ, only. In this approximation, the composition of a fluid
parcel at some state is then independent of its history, or path taken (in state space), and can be
estimated a priori using Eqs. 4.13, and 4.16 or 4.18. This, of course, needs to be verified. In the
following analysis, Θ is defined as [h, p] for simplicity.
Imagine a constant-pressure (p = p0), two-stream system wherein fuel and oxidizer are mixing
and reacting. Combustion is assumed to occurr in the DRZ regime. The thermochemical state of
each stream is then specified by [Yα, h]F and [Yα, h]Ox.
We represent the domain by a collection of Lagrangian WSRs that obey Eqs. 4.13 and 4.16 and
whose initial conditions Yα,0 and h0 are linear combinations of the composition and enthalpy of the
fuel and oxidizer streams, [Yα, h]F and [Yα, h]Ox. Initial and entrained-fluid mixture fractions are
defined by Z0 and Zen, respectively, where Z0 ∈ [0, 1] and Zen ∈ [0, 1], and the level of combustion
completion of the entrained fluid, τc,en. The initial conditions of each reactor are prescribed by
[Yα, h]t=0 = Z0[Yα, h]F+ (1− Z0)[Yα, h]Ox. (4.40)
If a small quantity, , of combustion products is premixed in the reactor, the initial conditions are
given by
[Yα, h]t=0 = (1− ) (Z0[Yα, h]F + (1− Z0) [Yα, h]Ox) + (Z0[Yα, h]F + (1−Z0) [Yα, h]Ox)eq . (4.41)
The subscript ‘eq’ denotes fluid in equilibrium at the enthalpy and pressure of the reactor at t = 0
(combustion products). Fluid is entrained at various levels of combustion completion that range
from unburnt to burnt, τc,en ∈ [0, 1], and its composition is given by
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[Yα, h]en = (Zen [Yα, h]F + (1− Zen) [Yα, h]Ox)τc=τc,en . (4.42)
Entrained fluid with τc,en = 0 is unburnt fluid, while entrained fluid with τc,en = 1 is at equilibrium
(burnt fluid). Fluid with an intermediate value of combustion-completion (0 < τc,en < 1) is obtained
by evolving a homogeneous, constant-pressure reactor to the desired entrained-fluid combustion-
completion level.
As p and χ are kept constant, the state-space trajectory of each convected material element in the
flow will then evolve in a reduced-dimensionality IR3 space with coordinates [τc, Z, h], generating a
set of solutions to Eqs. 4.13 and 4.16 whose trajectories may intersect in [τc, Z, h]-space.
The intent, here, is to generate a set of intersecting trajectories (solutions), and compare the
solution at these intersection points. With these solutions, we can answer the question of whether
the species concentration, Yα, can be approximated as dependent on the point in [τc, Z, h]-space,
only, and is quasi-independent of the trajectory taken to that state.
We model a subset of Lagrangian fluid elements expected in a constant-pressure (p=1 atm)
ethylene-air system with fuel temperature TF=1200 K and air temperature TOx=1500 K, with a
constant value of χ = 2 × 104 s−1. A set of 3×104 Lagrangian WSRs are initialized with initial
conditions determined by Eq. 4.41, initial mixture fraction Z0, and initial fraction of combustion
product  randomly selected from a uniform distribution Z0 ∈ [0.01, 0.2],  ∈ [0, 0.05]. The entrained-
fluid composition is determined with a mixture fraction Zen and level of combustion completion τc,en
randomly selected from uniform distributions Zen ∈ [0.01, 0.4] and τc,en ∈ [0, 1].
In practice, because of lower neighborhood gradients in DRZ combustion, the entrained fluid compo-
sition and level of combustion completion would likely be close to that of the reactor, i.e., τc,en ∼ τc
and Zen ∼ Z.
Scatter plots of the combustion-evolution rate (ζc, Fig. 4.10) and fuel mass fraction (Fig. 4.11)
in the domain are plotted against τc, conditional on Z and h (Z = Zcond, h = hcond). Each point in
the scatter plots corresponds to the value of YC2H4 and ζc at Zcond, hcond and τc that has reached
that state via a different trajectory (i.e., different initial conditions and entrained-fluid properties).
If the scatter plots generate a sufficiently thin line, the assumption of uniqueness may be considered
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as adequate. The spread in the resulting scatter plots quantifies the uncertainty stemming from this
assumption, i.e., that the resulting composition is a unique function of the fluid [τc, Z, h]-state.
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Figure 4.10: Overall reaction rate plotted against the combustion-evolution variable τc, conditional
on Z and h, for τc,en ∈ [0, 1]
The spread in the scatter plots indicates that assuming the composition of the fluid is a unique
function of state would result in an error of ∼ 10% in the combustion-product source term, for the
conditions considered here. The spread of the scatter plots, and therefore the error that the assump-
tion of uniqueness entails, is expected to decrease if a more-realistic entrained fluid composition and
level of combustion completion had been used, instead of a uniform distribution (τc,en ∈ [0, 1), i.e.,
if the entrained fluid had been more similar to the neighboring reactor fluid in the LES. However,
this requires adding and tracking an additional manifold coordinate.
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Figure 4.11: Fuel mass-fraction plotted against the combustion-evolution variable, conditional on Z
and h, for τc,en ∈ [0, 1]
The data in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 suggest that, under the assumptions of DRZ combustion, the
state of a constant-pressure, constant-χ fluid element at a point in the reduced [τ, Z, h]-space can
be approximated as path-independent. In other words, it can be approximated as a unique function
of [τ, Z, h], even at relatively high values of χ, at least for ethylene-air combustion. Validation
requires comparing the results of simulations that incorporate this assumption/approximation to
supersonic-combustion experiments (cf. Chapter 5).
4.4.1 Manifold-construction process
This concept can be used to build a manifold in state space for the detailed composition and
overall reaction rate of a fluid reacting in a domain fed by a pure fuel stream with composition
Yα,F, and a pure oxidizer stream with composition Yα,Ox. Enthalpy in the domain is bounded by
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hmin < h < hmax, pressure in the domain is bounded by pmin < p < pmax, and the entrainment rate
χ is bounded by 0 < χ < χmax.
Consider the equations for a convected Lagrangian fluid element, Eqs. 4.13 and 4.18, with
Θ = [h, p], reproduced here,
dYα
dt
= χ(Yα,en − Yα) + ω˙Yα([Yα, h, p]) ,
dh
dt
= χ(hen − h) + 1
ρ
dp
dt
.
The initial conditions for these equations are:
p(t = 0) = p0 ,
h(t = 0) = h0 ,
Yα(t = 0) = Yα,0 ,
(4.43)
with inputs:
χ = χ(t) ,
hen = hen(t) ,
Yα,en = Yα,en(t) ,
p(t).
(4.44)
Given the relative insensitivity of the fluid-element composition to its history discussed above,
the composition of the fluid at some (state) point in the IR5 [τc, Z, h, p, χ]-space can be obtained
by any trajectory passing through that state, including the simplest-possible trajectory that is a
straight line parallel to the τc axis (cf. Fig. 4.12). As a result, Yα and ζc are tabulated as a function
of [τc, Z, h, p, χ] using straight-line trajectories in [τc, Z, h, p, χ]-space initialized at [0, Z, h, p, χ] and
evolving to [τc,max, Z, h, p, χ]. A straight-line trajectory parallel to the τc axis is obtained by setting:
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χ(t) = χ0
hen(t) = h0
p(t) = p0
Zen(t) = Z0.
(4.45)
Defining τc,en as a function of the fluid and thermochemical state surrounding the reactor would
likely improve the model, adding an additional parameter (coordinate) to the manifold, at the
expense of larger and more-complex tables, however. As the effects of τc,en are weaker than the effects
of the other variables, a 5-parameter model excludes τc,en in favor of [τc, Z, h, p, χ]. To generate the
tables, we approximate the entrained-fluid composition as pressure, enthalpy, and mixture-fraction
matched YP,eq, corresponding to combustion products at equilibrium.
Figure 4.12: Table (left) in [Z, h, τc]-space tabulating ζc (right).
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Figure 4.12 illustrates how a set of straight-line trajectories parallel to the τc coordinate, with
initial conditions [0, Z0,i, h0,j, p0, χ0], where Z0,i = [0.04, 0.06, 0.08] and h0,j = [1.4, 1.6, 1.8] MJ/kg
generate a table containing ζc information as a function of τc, Z, and h. The value of ζc may be
subsequently retrieved as a function of [τc, Z, h], with constant values of χ = χ0 and p = p0.
The same approach is used to populate a volume in IR5 space using straight-line trajectories
parallel to the τc coordinate, where [Yα] and ζc are tabulated vs. [τc, Z,Θ, χ]. The following steps
describe the process used to generate a uniformly discretized table with Θ = [h, p]:
1. Define vectors of initial conditions for Eqs. 4.13 and 4.18, and entrained-fluid conditions that
span the range of expected conditions:
Z0 = [0, δZ, 2δZ, ..., (nZ − 1)δZ, 1] ,
p0 = pmin + [0, δp, 2δp, ..., (np− 1)δp, pmax− pmin] ,
h0 = hmin + [0, δh, 2δh, ..., (nh− 1)δh, hmax − hmin] ,
χ0 = [0, δχ, 2δχ, ..., (nχ− 1)δχ, χmax] ,
(4.46)
where nZ+1, np+1, nh+1, nχ+1 are the lengths of each uniformly-spaced vector (typically
on the order of 20-50, see Ch. 5), and δZ, δp, δh, δχ are their spacing. The conditions in Eq.
4.45 are then imposed to obtain straight-line trajectories parallel to the τc coordinate.
2. Solve Eqs. 4.13 and 4.18 to steady state, for constant [Z, h, p, χ] and for all possible combina-
tions of initial conditions defined in Eq. 4.46, imposing the conditions in Eq. 4.45. This will
generate (nZ + 1)× (np + 1) × (nh + 1)× (nχ + 1) solutions (trajectories). For each solution
(trajectory), the resulting species mass fractions, [Yα(t)], and overall combustion-evolution
rate ζc(t), are expressed as a function of τc (the product-based combustion-evolution variable),
instead of t through a change of variable,
τc(t) =
YP(t)
YP,eq
. (4.47)
3. Tabulate the values of Yα and ζc of all points on all trajectories in an IR
5 table in terms of
their associated values of τc, Z, h, p, χ to generate the discretized manifold.
The detailed composition Yα and combustion-evolution rate ζc can be retrieved from the tables
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as a function of the local value of the local thermodynamic state ([h, p] in this case), the conserved
mixture fraction Z, the combustion-evolution variable τc, and the estimated value of χ. The same
process can be used to generate a table with Θ = [e, ρ], using Eq. 4.16 instead of Eq. 4.18.
4.4.2 Combined data-driven induction model and post-ignition manifold
Figure 4.13 illustrates the definition of the overall reaction-evolution variable, τ , during the various
stages of combustion. Prior to ignition, τ takes the value of the induction-evolution variable, τi.
Once ignition occurs, at a value of τ = κ, the reaction-evolution variable takes the value of the
combustion-evolution variable τc.
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Figure 4.13: Definition of the overall reaction-evolution variable, τ , during the various stages of
combustion.
The value of the overall reaction evolution rate ζ comprising both induction and post-ignition
(combustion) is determined from the ignition-delay data-driven expression prior to ignition ζ = ζi,
and takes the value of ζ = ζc post ignition. Ignition occurs when the value of the evolution variable, τ ,
reaches an arbitrary small value, defined as κ (see Section 4.3.2). The value of ζ must be continuous
at κ, i.e., ζc,τ=κ = ζi,τ=κ . To obtain a continuous curve, we solve for the free variable τi,0 in the
expression for ζi, Eq. 4.28, reprinted here:
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ζi(τi, td,c, κ, τi,0) = log
( κ
τi,0
)
τi
( 1
td,c
)
,
with ζi(τ = κ) = ζc(τ = κ). The value of ζc(τ = κ) is obtained from the tables for each set of
conditions. The resulting value
τi,0 = κ exp
(
−ζc,τ=κ td,c
κ
)
, (4.48)
is combined with Eq. 4.33 to obtain an expression for ζi that transitions smoothly to ζc at τ = κ,
ζ =


ζi, if τ < κ
ζc, if τ > κ ,
(4.49)
where τi = τ + τi,0 . Assuming only a small change in composition during induction, the composition
vector during induction is that of unburnt fluid, Yα(τ < κ) ' Yα(τ = 0). This assumption should be
valid for ethylene, hydrogen, and for other simple fuels, but may not be valid for larger hydrocarbons
that undergo pyrolysis accompanied by considerable heat release during induction. The following
chapter illustrates an implementation of the EVM framework in a production LES code to simu-
late supersonic hydrogen-air combustion, with manifold reduced-dimensionality (IR4) coordinates
[τ, Z,Θ, χ = χ0], where Θ = [e, ρ] and χ0 is a fixed characteristic value of the entrainment rate.
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Chapter 5
Application of EVM to large-eddy
simulations
This chapter discusses the application of the proposed EVM framework to large-eddy simulation
(LES-EVM) modeling of turbulent, compressible, reacting flows in the DRZ regime. To date, sev-
eral approaches to LES of supersonic combustion have been demonstrated. Berglund et al. (2010)
used a partially stirred reactor (PaSR) model in a LES of supersonic combustion, transporting all
species used by the chemical kinetics mechanism. Flamelet-generated manifold (FGM) methods
with complex chemistry and some compressibility corrections that transport a reduced number of
variables have been applied to supersonic combustion (e.g., Sabelnikov et al. 1998, Terrapon et al.
2009, Saghafian et al. 2015). These approaches rely on the assumption that supersonic combustion
can be modeled as occurring in a flamelet regime, i.e., that supersonic combustion chemistry may
be tabulated, and that the resulting tables are the same as what would be obtained using flamelet
unit models.
EVM offers some advantages over these approaches for modeling DRZ combustion of hydrocar-
bons in LES. LES-EVM requires the transport of fewer variables than are required by chemical-
kinetic mechanisms. On the other hand and as discussed above, the reduced dimensionality of
transported species/variables places a burden of proof on the proposed framework and may re-
quire verification and validation for different combustion flow and chemical-kinetic environments.
Additionally, the reliability of autoignition predictions is improved by incorporating experimental
ignition-delay data into the model, where appropriate. Intense turbulence is assumed to locally ho-
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mogenize the reacting fluid at small (subgrid) scales in the DRZ regime, disrupting the formation of
quasi-laminar flamelets and leading to distributed reaction zones, as appropriate for combustion in
the very-high Karlovitz number regime. Modeling DRZ combustion is facilitated by an appropriate
unit model, such as an unsteady Lagrangian WSR, or ‘balloon’ reactor (Dimotakis and Hall 1987),
in the EVM formulation.
5.1 LES-EVM overview
The LES transports four variables: energy, e, density, ρ, mixture fraction, Z, and a progress variable,
C, defined as the product mass fraction, i.e.,
C = YP , (5.1)
where, for hydrocarbon-air combustion, YP = YCO + YCO2 + YH2O + YH2 , and for hydrogen-air
combustion, YP = YH2O, for example. The source term for the progress variable C is given by
ω˙C = ω˙YP , (5.2)
where ω˙YP is the sum of the source terms of the combustion products that constitute YP. C and ω˙C
related to τ and ζc by
τ =
C
YP,eq(e, ρ, Z)
(5.3)
and
ω˙C = ζ YP,eq(e, ρ, Z) , (5.4)
where YP,eq(e, ρ, Z) is the product mass fraction at equilibrium (τ = 1), and is tabulated. The
definition of the progress variable, C, as the sum of combustion-product mass fractions is typical in
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tabulated chemistry (flamelet) approaches (e.g., Pierce and Moin 2004). The key difference is that
in the EVM model, C maps to τ , that is defined based on the temporal evolution of the product
mass fractions relative to their equilibrium state in a Lagrangian homogeneous reactor (cf. Section
4.2). In flamelet formulations, C maps to the spatial distribution of product mass fraction along the
flame-normal coordinate.
The governing conservation equations for a LES code using the EVM framework for a two-stream
(fuel and oxidizer) system are,
∂tρ+ ∂x · [ρu] = 0 , (5.5a)
∂t(ρZ) + ∂x · [(u+ vZ)ρZ] = 0 , (5.5b)
∂t(ρC) + ∂x · [(u+ vC)ρC] = ρω˙C , (5.5c)
along with momentum and energy-conservation equations. The variable Z represents the elemental
mass fraction of fluid from a fuel stream (cf. Eq. 4.37). The variable C is the progress variable, as
defined above, and has a source term, ω˙C, that is a function of C, Z, e, ρ, χ (cf. Eqs. 4.28 and 4.49).
The velocities vZ and vC are the (turbulent) diffusion velocities for Z and C, respectively, solved
by, or modeled in, the LES. The value of τ is computed from [C, Z, e, ρ] in the LES using relation
in Eq. 5.3.
At each time-step, the LES code provides the state vector (five variables),
[Θ, Z, τ, χ] , (5.6)
where Θ = [e, ρ], for each grid cell to the EVM module, which then returns the detailed fluid
composition vector [Yα] and the overall reaction-evolution rate ζ (Nα+1 variables, where Nα is the
number of species), as shown in Fig. 5.1. [Yα] and ζ are tabulated a priori based on the Lagrangian
WSR and induction-evolution models, as described in the previous chapter. The value of the source
term for the progress variable C is then obtained from [ζ, Z, e, ρ] using the relation in Eq. 5.4.
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Figure 5.1: LES-EVM interaction diagram
A model estimate of the small-scale entrainment/mixing rate, χ, in a LES can be obtained by
approximating the small-scale turbulent velocity fluctuations, u′R, and characteristic reactor size,
∆R, that define χ in the Lagrangian WSR model by the subgrid-scale turbulent fluctuations and
LES filter size, i.e.,
χ =
G
2∆R
u′R '
G
2∆
u′SG , (5.7)
where G is the geometrical prefactor described in Section 4.2.2, and ∆ is the spatial LES filter
size. u′SG is the magnitude of the subgrid-scale fluctuations can be approximately related to the
(unresolved) subgrid-scale kinetic energy (e.g., Davidson 2009), keSG, e.g.,
u′SG '
√
2
3
keSG . (5.8)
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χ can be estimated dynamically in the LES based on the local value of keSG, or estimated a
priori based on a characteristic value of keSG. The assumption of near-homogeneity at subgrid-
scales imposes a criterion on the LES resolution, i.e., that it must be high enough, and with a
spatial filter size on the order of the reactor scale ∆R, that can be approximated to be on the order
of the (thickened) reaction zone thickness (cf. Section 4.2.2). This can be tested computationally ex
post facto, becomes a requirement for the application of the proposed framework, and may set the
limits of the validity of the approach.
5.2 LES-EVM implementation for a reacting hydrogen jet in
supersonic crossflow
The EVM method was implemented in the US3D production LES code for compressible reacting
flows (Candler et al. 2015),1 and applied to the hydrogen jet in supersonic heated air crossflow
experiment performed by Gamba and Mungal (2015a) [G15a].
Supersonic combustion of hydrogen with air can be adequately simulated using chemical kinetics
directly, however, the G15a dataset was determined to be a good candidate TJISCF experiment for
comparison with simulation. Saghafian et al. (2015) applied a flamelet-generated manifold (FGM)
to LES with compressibility corrections to the G15a experiment and captured the reaction zone
at the interface between the jet and crossflow (cf. 5.2). Comparison with their results provides a
useful assessment of relative merits and demerits of the two formulations in the same environment.
Wang et al. (2015) also used FGM in a LES of the G15a experiment, capturing other reacting-flow
features.
1N. Cymbalist and P. Dimotakis developed the framework and generated the manifolds; G. Candler modified
the numerical methods in the US3D code to accommodate the EVM framework, iterated with N. Cymbalist and
P. Dimotakis to refine the formulation and its interface with the LES code, generated the grid, and performed the
simulations; the results were analyzed by N. Cymbalist, G. Candler, and P. Dimotakis.
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Figure 5.2: Instantaneous OH mass fraction at the centerplane from an LES incorporating a flamelet
model with compressibility corrections (Saghafian et al. 2015, Fig. 8, reproduced with permission),
of the Gamba and Mungal (2015a) experiment (cf. Fig. 5.5)
5.2.1 Manifold construction
Four-dimensional (IR4 = [e, ρ, Z, τ ]) post-ignition manifolds, for the H2-air system were generated
by holding χ at a fixed value χ0. The value of χ0 is selected based on a characteristic value of
anticipated turbulence intensity that was approximated as uniform, but which can be variable in
more detailed EVM-LES formulations, as circumstances may warrant. As an example, we assume
that the LES resolves ∼85% of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), ke, of the flow (e.g., Pope 2004),
that can be approximated by
ke =
3
2
u′2 , (5.9)
where u′ is the (RMS) magnitude of one component of the turbulent velocity fluctuations, assum-
ing quasi-isotropic flow. The unresolved TKE, keSG ' 0.15 ke, contributes to the subgrid-scale
velocity fluctuations that determine the value of χ (Eq. 5.7). Assuming a characteristic value of
u′ ' 0.05 U∞ for a TJISCF (Santiago and Dutton 1997, cf. Chapter 4), where U∞ ' 1800 m/s,
the geometrical prefactor is G = 3, corresponding to a quasi-spherical reactor (Eq. 4.19 and related
discussion), and assuming a characteristic reactor size ∆R of 5×10−4 m, a characteristic value for χ
is ≈ 105 s−1. Half of this value of χ was selected for the first implementation described here to facil-
itate time-integration of the Lagrangian WSR equations. In particular, for the hydrogen-air tables
constructed here, χ = 5×104 s−1. Autoignition was modeled with the induction-evolution expression
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incorporating characteristic ignition-delay. The characteristic ignition delay was determined using
constant-volume homogeneous reactors with detailed chemical kinetics, that are deemed to reliably
capture hydrogen-air ignition at the conditions of the experiment. For hydrocarbon combustion, the
induction-evolution expression could be based on experimental data, if such data are available.
The Burke et al. (2012) hydrogen-air detailed chemical kinetics mechanism (11 species, 27 re-
actions) was used for the characteristic ignition-delay estimates, and to populate the post-ignition
manifold. The energy, e, and density, ρ, range of the table was dictated by the estimated bounding
values from the experimental conditions, shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Gamba (2015a) experimental conditions
T0,j 295 (K)
p0,j 2034 (kPa)
T∞ 1400 (K)
p∞ 40 (kPa)
M∞ 2.4
Xj H2:1
X∞ 0.7812:N2,0.2095:O2,0.0093:Ar
dj 2 mm
These conditions resulted in a post-ignition manifold with state range of
0.001(kg/m3) ≤ ρ ≤ 2.8(kg/m3),
−4× 106(J/kg) ≤ e ≤ 107(J/kg),
0 ≤ Z ≤ 1,
0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 .
(5.10)
The discretization is non-uniform in all coordinates. Each sub-figure in Fig. 5.3 shows the coordinate
index versus the value at that index, for τ , Z, e, and ρ coordinates. A higher slope indicates a coarser
discretization in that state range. The table range and resolution was approximated based on
anticipated flow conditions. Future implementations of such discretized high-dimensional manifolds
would benefit from improved table refinement methods, perhaps by extending 3D adaptive mesh
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refinement (AMR) algorithms to higher dimensionality.
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Figure 5.3: Hydrogen-air manifold discretization for the evolution-variable coordinate τ (top left),
mixture fraction Z (top right), internal energy e (bottom left), and density ρ (bottom right), in
terms of the coordinate value plotted against the corresponding index.
Visualizing data held in IR4 = [e, ρ, Z, τ, χ = χ0] tables is challenging. An option is to extract
IR3 volume subsets of the IR4 = [e, ρ, Z, τ ] data by holding one coordinate fixed. As an example,
Fig. 5.4 (left) shows slices of the H2O mass fraction as a function of mixture fraction, Z, density, ρ,
and the normalized evolution variable, τ , for a fixed value of specific energy, e = 0 J/kg (referenced
to T0 = 298.15 K). Figure 5.4 (right) shows slices of H2O mass fraction as a function of mixture
fraction, Z, specific energy, e, and evolution variable, τ , for a fixed value of density, ρ = 0.5 kg/m3.
The grid illustrates the non-uniform discretization along each coordinate. Regions without data (low
Z, high e region in Fig. 5.4, right) correspond to thermochemical states that are not expected to be
visited by the LES.
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Figure 5.4: Left: H2O mass-fraction slices as a function of [Z, ρ, τ ], with e = 0 J/kg. Right: H2O
mass-fraction slices as a function of [Z, e, τ ], with ρ = 0.5 kg/m3.
The characteristic ignition-delay time was calculated using homogeneous constant-pressure reac-
tors, and tabulated as a function of [e, ρ, Z]. The induction-evolution rate ζi determined using sim-
ulated characteristic ignition-delay times was incorporated into the table for τ < κ, where κ = 0.02,
using the approach detailed in Section 4.4.2 (Eq. 4.49).
5.2.2 Results
We present the results of a large-eddy simulation incorporating the EVM framework for the Gamba
and Mungal (2015a) [G15a] reacting jet in crossflow experiments performed on an unstructured, 70-
million element grid, with a Smagorinski subgrid-scale model. Details of the numerical approach2
and subgrid-scale modeling are in Candler et al. (2015a, 2016*). Results presented here are intended
to demonstrate the potential and illustrate the use of the proposed approach by direct comparison
of simulated OH concentration with the measured OH-PLIF signal. We note that the simulations
described in this chapter have not undergone a grid-convergence study. Improved resolution at
the upper interface between the jet and crossflow (cf. Figs 5.5, 5.6) would better capture the thin
reaction zones present in those regions.
2The numerical methods in the LES were developed specifically for EVM-LES by G. Candler. *In preperation.
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Figure 5.5 (from G15a) shows an OH-PLIF image of the reacting hydrogen TJICF experiment
on the jet centerplane, with flow from left to right. Some important elements of the reaction-zone
structure are: the thin reaction zone at the interface between the jet and crossflow, the recirculation
zone upstream of the jet, and the distributed reaction zone in the boundary layer downstream and
surrounding the jet. Gamba identified the latter feature as a principal, and possibly dominant,
heat-release mechanism in a reacting TJISCF.
Figure 5.5: OH-PLIF image of the crossplane in a reacting hydrogen-air TJISCF, from Gamba
(2015a), Fig. 9, reproduced with permission.
Figure 5.6: Centerplane OH concentration from an EVM-LES simulation of the G15a experiment.
Figure based on LES data courtesy of G. Candler.
Figure 5.6 shows the OH-concentration contour on the mid-span plane extracted from a repre-
sentative instantaneous snapshot from the LES, and plotted with a similar color scheme as the
experimental OH-PLIF image in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Experimental OH-PLIF image (top, Gamba 2015a, Fig. 18, reproduced with permission)
and simulated OH mass fraction (bottom, figure based on LES data courtesy of G. Candler.) on a
plane parallel to the lower guidewall, at y/dj = 0.25.
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The simulation captures the broken, thin reaction zones at the interface between the cold hydrogen
jet body and the heated-air crossflow reasonably well. The OH layer appears thicker in the simu-
lation than the experimental data. This is caused, in part, by the coarse, perhaps insufficient, grid
resolution in those regions.
Additionally, the EVM model assumes that all combustion occurs in the DRZ regime, as opposed to
a thin-flamelet regime in places, and this could also contribute to some of the observed differences, in
part. The broken/distributed reaction zones under the jet plume are well captured by the LES-EVM,
as well as the important near-wall recirculation zone upstream of the jet.
Gamba captured OH-PLIF images of a broad near-wall burning region in the boundary layer that
extends laterally 10 to 15 jet diameters on either side of the jet orifice, and 25 diameters downstream
of injection, as shown in Fig. 5.7 (top).
The recirculation zone upstream of the jet acts as a flameholder for the bulk of the near-wall
burning occurring in the boundary layer, and this mechanism is captured by the LES. Figure 5.7 (bot-
tom) shows the OH concentration on a plane parallel to the lower guidewall, at y/dj = 0.25, where
y is the guidewall-normal coordinate. The LES results show regions with OH concentration in the
boundary layer that extend laterally from the jet approximately 10 jet diameters, and downstream
to approximately 15 jet diameters. The extent of the reaction zones in the LES-EVM is slightly
smaller than observed experimentally. Capturing the reactions in the boundary layer requires an
accurate model for the turbulent boundary layer and other flow features in the experiment.
Figure 5.8 shows combustion-product (H2O) mass fraction (top), and temperature (bottom)
fields on the centerplane of the jet obtained from the LES-EVM. Gamba et al. (2015) performed
toluene-PLIF thermometry on a cold-flow hydrogen or argon in M∞ = 2.4 air TJISCF (details in
Section 3.1). Gamba et at. captured the development of shear-layer structures on the leading edge
of the hydrogen jet that evolve into periodic large structures in the wake of the jet. The LES-EVM
captures the evolution of these structures.
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Figure 5.8: Centerplane H2O mass fraction (top), and temperature (bottom) from the LES-EVM
simulation of the G15a experiment. Figure based on LES data courtesy of G. Candler.
We note that the LES-EVM results are sensitive to grid resolution and details of the numerics in
the LES. Simulations with different grid resolutions and spatial numerical order of accuracy exhibit
some differences in the reacting flow field. Figure 5.9 shows the OH contours of two simulations with
different grid resolution and spatial numerical order of accuracy. The top figure shows OH contours
at the centerplane from a simulation with 70 million elements, and second-order spatial accuracy
(cf. Figs. 5.6 and 5.7), while the bottom figure shows OH contours at the centerplane from a
simulation with 14 million elements, and fourth-order spatial accuracy. The instantaneous structure
of the reaction-zones under the plume is slightly different, as is the extent of the recirculation zone
upstream of the jet.
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Figure 5.9: OH contours for simulations with grid resolution of 14 million elements, with fourth-
order spatial accuracy (top), and 70 million elements, with second-order spatial accuracy (bottom).
Figure based on LES data courtesy of G. Candler.
In summary, the results of the LES-EVM simulation of the G15a experiment illustrate some of
the capabilities of the EVM framework. Using a reduced number of transported variables, several
important features of the reacting flowfield are captured. Improved flow modeling, manifold dis-
cretization and dimensionality is expected to further improve the results. The LES-EVM approach
in its current form is directly applicable to two-stream (fuel and oxidizer) complex hydrocarbon
combustion in relevant conditions, requiring no additional computing resources during runtime.
Additional computing resources are required to compute tables based on larger detailed chemical
kinetic mechanisms, but these are modest compared to those required by the LES. The tables are
reusable for specific fuel-air mixtures. More advanced combustion features, including air vitiation,
multiple fuel streams, or hydrocarbons that undergo thermal cracking (e.g., Nakaya et al. 2015) in
the combustion chamber may require modifications of the EVM framework.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
An experimental investigation of reacting transverse jets in supersonic crossflow (TJISCF) was
conducted at the GALCIT S3L facility, using chemiluminescence and schlieren image-correlation
velocimetry (SICV) diagnostics. The reacting flow field was found to depend on several parameters,
including jet-fluid molar mass, jet-orifice diameter, and jet inclination. A framework was developed
and implemented for efficient simulation of supersonic combustion occurring in the DRZ regime, with
a data-driven induction model. Conclusions were presented in each chapter, and are summarized
below.
Jet Reynolds number. Increasing the jet-fluid molar mass Wj and/or jet diameter increases the
jet-diameter based Reynolds number, Rej. The mixing-delay length normalized by the jet-source
diameter (cf. Eq. 3.4) of a normal TJISCF was found to have an inverse power-law dependence on
Rej, with a zero offset. Higher-Wj jets with a higher Reynolds number mix further upstream when
compared to lower-Wj jets, underscoring some of the advantages of large-hydrocarbon (higher W )
fueled scramjets.
Suggested future experimental work includes expanding the parameter space to higher momentum-
flux ratio (J) values, and crossflow densities, to determine whether the jet Reynolds number and
jet-source diameter scaling of the mixing-delay length is valid outside the range of parameters ex-
amined here.
Jet inclination. A 30◦ jet-orifice inclination considerably decreases the normal-jet disturbance on
the flow caused by the near-normal bow shock and normal-jet effects on momentum, but reduces
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penetration. In an inclined jet, molecular mixing and chemiluminescence occurs approximately 50%
farther downstream than for an otherwise similar normal jet. The recirculation zone upstream of
a normal jet that anchors the near-wall burning region is not also present in an inclined jet. The
results suggest that a balance between efficient mixing and combustion and acceptable disturbance
to the crossflow will likely dictate the injection angle in a flight vehicle. Simple control-volume
analysis supports some of these conclusions, illustrating the role of jet inclination to overall flow
characteristics.
The experiments reported here constitute the first reported inclined reacting jet in supersonic
crossflow experiments, and merit considerable follow-up experimental work. In particular, it would
be useful to explore a range of jet-inclination angles, to determine the minimum inclination necessary
for an upstream flameholding recirculation zone. In addition, it would be interesting to determine
whether the jet-fluid molar mass effects observed in the normal-jet experiments are also present in
the inclined-jet case.
Evolution-variable manifold (EVM) framework. Using turbulence-chemistry scaling argu-
ments, supersonic hydrocarbon combustion in low Mach number supersonic combustors is antici-
pated to occur primarily in the distributed reaction-zone (DRZ) regime. At the smallest scales, DRZ
combustion was modeled as a collection of convected, unsteady Lagrangian reactors that entrain and
mix with surrounding fluid, whose turbulent mixing and chemical timescales are comparable. At
low temperatures and off-stoichiometric conditions, variances between chemical-kinetic predictions
and experimental data can be up to an order of magnitude. An ignition-delay data-driven model for
induction evolution with an exponential growth rate can capture the evolution of the radical pool
leading to autoignition.
The Lagrangian WSR model was combined with the data-driven induction-evolution model to
generate state-space manifolds (look-up tables). These tabulate the approximate thermochemical
reacting-fluid state with arbitrarily complex chemistry in the DRZ regime, indexed in terms of a
reduced number of transported variables. These tables form the basis of the EVM framework.
A first implementation of EVM was integrated in a LES of turbulent combustion of a hydrogen
jet in supersonic air crossflow, capturing several important flow features. The results illustrate
the potential of the EVM framework for simulating supersonic hydrocarbon combustion in the
DRZ regime with important autoignition effects. This would have been challenging to capture
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using existing methods. In future implementations of EVM, the framework can be extended to
include large hydrocarbons that thermally ‘crack’ prior to combustion, multi-fuel streams, vitiated-
air combustion, and other flow-combustion variants.
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Appendix A
Schlieren image-correlation
velocimetry (SICV)
Extracting convective velocity from multiple image pairs occurs in two steps. First, the images are
processed to partially suppress quasi-stationary structures, including shocks and expansions (shown
in Fig. A.1, center), and background patterns including fringe patterns from the contact surface of
the BK7 glass and Pyrex sheets. The mean intensity of a sequence of N images, I¯, is subtracted
from the individual intensity fields from a pair, IA,n and IB,n, where n is the index of an image pair
in a sequence, i.e.,
I˜[A,B],n = I[A,B],n − I¯, (A.1)
where,
I¯ =
1
2N
N∑
n=1
(IA,n + IB,n), (A.2)
producing image pairs with suppressed stationary structures, as shown in Fig. A.1.
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Figure A.1: Representative IA,n (top), I¯ (middle), and I˜A,n (bottom)
Next, sets of N image-pairs undergo a frame-averaged cross-correlation to determine the time-
averaged displacement of coherent structures, and the convective-velocity field.
In a typical single-frame cross-correlation, the displacement at some point is determined by
extracting a reduced-size tile A from the intensity map IA and a template B from the intensity map
IB , and cross correlating. The displacement of the L ×M matrix A with respect to the P × Q
template B can be determined from the (L + P − 1)× (M +Q− 1) cross-correlation matrix C,
C(i, j) =
L−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
m=0
A(l, m)B(l − i, m− j), (A.3)
where −(P − 1) ≤ i ≤ L − 1 and −(Q − 1) ≤ j ≤ M − 1. If the cross-correlation signal peak is
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strong and well defined, the index of the peak in C gives the displacement of matrix A with respect
to matrix B.
If the peak is weak or poorly defined, the location of the peak loses significance, and can produce
spurious displacement vectors. This typically occurs if there is no detectable pattern shift between
the A and B matrices. In the context of image-correlation velocimetry based on convected turbulent
structures, this problem occurs if the structures in the flow are sparse, i.e., if there exist regions in
the flow that, instantaneously, do not contain traceable structures. In this case, a frame-averaged
cross-correlation approach can be used to determine the mean (time-averaged) convective velocity.
To extract the time-averaged convective velocity field, multiple (N) image pairs are captured over
some period where the flow is statistically steady during that period.
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Figure A.2: Average cross-correlation signal C¯ at a location in the jet wake region produced with 32
image pairs. x and y axes have units of pixels, while the z axis is the normalized cross-correlation
coefficient, R, that ranges from -1 to 1
To determine the mean displacement from a set of N pairs of images, a reduced-size tile AN is
extracted from the set of IA,N , and template BN is from the set of IB,N . The mean displacement
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of the L×M ×N matrix AN with respect to the P ×Q×N template BN is determined from the
L + P − 1 by M +Q− 1 average cross-correlation matrix C¯,
C¯(i, j) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
L−1∑
l=0
M−1∑
m=0
A(l, m, n)B(l− i, m− j, n) . (A.4)
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Figure A.3: Four randomly selected sample individual cross-correlation signals Cn. x and y axes
have units of pixels, while the z axis is the normalized cross-correlation coefficient, R, that ranges
from -1 to 1
The resulting average cross-correlation signal C¯ is considerably stronger and better-defined than
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the individual cross-correlation signals, Cn, that are averaged to generate C¯. As an example, Fig.
A.2 shows the average cross-correlation signal at a location in the jet wake region produced with
N = 32 image pairs, while Fig. A.3 shows four (randomly-selected) individual cross-correlation
signals, Cn, that were averaged (with 28 others, not shown) to produce C¯. C¯ has a strong, distinct
peak that can be used to produce reliable displacement vectors, even though the peaks in Cn are
not strong or distinct enough to produce reliable displacement information, individually.
The location of the correlation peak in the resulting average cross-correlation matrix C¯ gives the
average displacement of tile AN with respect to template BN . Sub-pixel accuracy is obtained by
fitting a third-order polynomial to the region around the peak and using the resulting functions’
maximum value to correct the displacement vector.
The size of the AN tile, BN template, and the number of images (N) used to extract the time-
averaged signal depends on the flow, image resolution and quality, and image-pair spacing. For
this particular flow, [32× 16] sized tiles and [64× 32] sized templates were extracted from N = 32
image pairs. The tile and template sizes were selected based on typical large-structure displacement
between images, and the number of frames sampled was selected to restrict the time averaging to
approximately 25 ms.
To obtain convective-velocity field data, processed image-pair sets I˜[A,B],n∈N are sampled ran-
domly for template-tile pair sets to generate average cross-correlation signals. Signals whose peak
meets a minimum threshold, defined by a fraction of the average peak signal in the domain, are used
to generate a displacement vector.
The SICV method illustrated above and in Ch. 3 can be used to non-intrusively estimate time-
averaged convective velocity fields in high-speed flows using sets of image pairs that would not
otherwise produce reliable velocity data. The method is broadly applicable to flows with convected
refractive-index interfaces resulting from mixing or combustion, for example.
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Appendix B
Nitrosyl fluoride (NOF) and
nitroxyl (HNO) chemiluminescence
The reaction of fluorine atoms (F) with nitric oxide (NO) in the presence of a third body (M)
produces nitrosyl fluoride (FNO) in both ground and excited states (Skolnik et al. 1975). The
electronically-excited nitrosyl fluoride molecules decay to their ground state by non-radiative and
radiative processes. The latter produce emissions in the visible, between 640 and 510 nm, with a
peak at 609.5 nm (Johnston and Bertin 1959). The process is represented by the following reactions:
F + NO +M
k1→ FNO +M (B.1)
F +NO +M
k2→ FNO∗ +M (B.2)
FNO∗
k3→ FNO + hν (B.3)
FNO∗ +M
k4→ FNO +M , (B.4)
where hν represents an emitted photon. These rate constants are, for the most part, unknown. How-
ever, the intensity of emission is directly proportional to the concentration of FNO* (concentration
is denoted here by square brackets, [...]). Assuming steady-state conditions for [FNO*],
d[FNO∗]
dt
= [NO][F][M]k2 − [FNO∗]k3 − [FNO∗][M]k4 ' 0 , (B.5)
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demonstrates that the intensity of the FNO* chemiluminescence, IFNO, is proportional to the con-
centration of atomic fluorine,
IFNO ∝ [FNO∗] = k2[NO][M]
k3 + [M]k4
[F] . (B.6)
Therefore, the chemiluminescence intensity can be estimated using the concentration of atomic
fluorine alone, that can be obtained using a reduced F+NO+H2 mechanism, such as that listed in
Hall (1991), shown in Table B.1, for example.
The mechanism that describes HNO* chemiluminescence is similar to that describing FNO*
(Clyne and Thrush 1962). The process is represented by the following reactions:
H +NO +M
k5→ HNO +M (B.7)
H +NO +M
k6→ HNO∗ +M (B.8)
HNO∗
k7→ HNO + hν (B.9)
HNO∗ +M
k8→ HNO +M , (B.10)
and, assuming steady-state conditions for [HNO*],
IHNO ∝ [HNO∗] = k6[NO][M]
k7 + [M]k8
[H] . (B.11)
As is the case with FNO* chemiluminescence, the intensity of HNO* depends on the concentration
of atomic hydrogen, and can be estimated using a reduced kinetic mechanism (e.g., Hall 1991, Table
2.1), shown in Table B.1. Units are cm, s, and cal/mol for the activation energy, E.
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Table B.1: Hydrogen-fluorine chemical-kinetic mechanism
Reaction A b E
NO +F2 ↔ NOF+ F 4.2E+11 0 2285
NO + F +M↔ NOF +M 3.0E+16 0 0
H + F2 ↔ HF + F 3.0E+9 1.5 1680
F +H2 ↔ HF +H 2.6E+12 0.5 610
F2 +M↔ F + F+M 2.12E+13 0 33720
H + F+M↔ HF+M 7.5E+18 -1.0 0
H +H+M↔ H2 +M 6.4E+17 -1.0 0
H +NO +M↔ HNO +M 5.4E+15 0 -302
H +HNO↔ NO +H2 4.8E+12 0 0
An intensity-response curve for the chemiluminescence system was obtained using a constant light
source and a set of neutral-density (ND) filters. A quasi-constant LED light source, modulated by
a set of ND filters with known transmittance, was captured using the intensified-chemiluminescence
system in the intensity range of interest. The recovered intensity was plotted against each ND filter
(and filter combination) transmittance, Figure B.1. The x axis is the normalized applied intensity
modulated by the ND filter, and the y axis is the normalized measured intensity. The curve shows
that the chemiluminescence measurement system has a quasi-linear response in the range of interest.
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Figure B.1: Chemiluminescence system calibration curve illustrating a quasi-linear response. The
x-axis is the normalized applied intensity, and the y-axis is the normalized measured intensity.
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Appendix C
Detailed chemical kinetics
assessment
To illustrate and assess the predictive capability for induction modeling, ethylene-ignition simulations
using a selection of state-of-the-art and heritage detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms (Table 4.2)
are compared to a set of experimental ethylene ignition-delay times (Table 4.3). The results help
assess the variance between experimental ignition-delay data and ignition-delay times predicted by
detailed chemical kinetics as a function of conditions during induction. The mechanisms in Table
4.2 are intended to also describe ethylene ignition, with the exception of GRI-Mech-3.0 that is
included here for reference only. While this list is not exhaustive, it is representative of detailed
chemical-kinetic mechanisms for simple hydrocarbons developed over the past two decades.
A systematic variance between sets of shock-tube experiments can arise from differences in shock-
tube geometry, other experimental details, and ignition-delay definition, and is expected. Differences
attributable to the choice of ignition marker are estimated to be in the range of 2%-5% at lower
temperatures (Davidson and Hanson 2004, Hall et al. 2005), as also shown in Figure C.1, and up to
20% at higher temperatures (T0 > 1600 K). Various boundary-layer effects in smaller-diameter shock-
tubes may affect apparent activation-energy estimates by up to 20% for experiments with conditions
resulting in very long ignition delays (td > 2 ms). For shorter ignition delays (td < 500 µs),
activation-energy estimates can be expected to be within 5%.
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Figure C.1: Comparison of various potential ignition criteria
To a first approximation, ignition of a fuel-oxidizer-diluent mixture in a shock tube can be
modeled as a constant-volume homogeneous reactor with an initial pressure and temperature set
to those behind the reflected shock, i.e., by ignoring any chemical activity at the lower pressure
and temperature prior to shock reflection. A higher-fidelity description would account for spatial
and temporal variations in the post-shock mixture conditions caused by boundary-layer effects, and
pressure increases after the reflected shock but prior to ignition, for mixtures with particularly long
(∼ 1 ms) induction periods. Such higher-fidelity models, however, require more information than
is typically provided in shock-tube ignition-delay studies and their use is generally reserved for
simulating individual shock-tube experiments with greater parametric detail, e.g., parameterizing
the effects of shock-tube diameter. Schultz and Shepherd (2000) and Xu and Konnov (2012) use the
simpler first-order approach, which is also adopted in this study.
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The species and energy conservation equations for a constant volume and mass reactor are given
by,
ρ
dYα
dt
= ω˙α , (C.1a)
ρ cv
dT
dt
=
∑
α
eαω˙α , (C.1b)
where Yα, eα, and ω˙α are the mass fraction, internal energy, and source term of the α species,
respectively, and are solved using the Cantera software package (Goodwin 2005). Ignition onset is
defined here as the time of maximum CH concentration. Figure C.1 shows the normalized positive
time rate of change , dt(..), of the OH, CH, CO mass fractions, and pressure, and the CH mass
fraction as a function of time. These are computed for a constant-volume reactor with an initial
temperature and pressure of T0 = 1250 K and 1 bar, respectively, and an initial composition of
YAr = 0.92, YO2 = 0.06, YC2H4 = 0.02. The time of maximum CH mass fraction is very close to the
time of maximum (positive) rate of change of quantities and species whose luminescence (estimated
as proportional to the species time rate of change) is used as the ignition criterion in the experimental
ignition datasets in Table 4.3, justifying the use of YCH,max as the ignition criterion.
The logarithmic variance between each experimental ignition-delay time and the correspond-
ing ignition-delay time calculated with a homogeneous, constant-volume reactor using each of the
mechanisms in Table 4.2 is defined as
rlog = log10
(
td,sim
td,exp
)
. (C.2)
Only the experiments that were determined to be consistent with the bulk of the data (cf.
Section 4.3.3) were used in the comparison. The (binned) moving average of the variance is plotted
in Fig. C.2 (state-of-the-art mechanisms) and Fig. C.3 (heritage mechanisms) against initial-mixture
temperature. The large variance between experiment and predictions obtained using chemical-kinetic
simulations is evident and well-known, particularly at lower temperatures. More-recent mechanisms
(USC, JET, SD, and RNZ) perform better than the older mechanisms at initial mixture temperatures
around 1100 K. The variance of the proposed EVM method with respect to experimental data is,
overall, less than that of detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms.
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Figure C.2: Logarithmic variance between recent chemical-kinetics mechanisms and experimental
ignition-delay data plotted as a function of initial mixture temperature. The thick black line repre-
sents the variance between the proposed EVM method and experimental data.
In terms of the mean variance,
r =
1
Nexp
Nexp∑
n=1
(
td,sim − td,exp
td,exp
)
n
, (C.3)
where Nexp is the total number of experimental data points, recent mechanisms perform better than
older ones, as also seen in Fig. C.4. RNZ and JET are the two largest mechanisms in terms of number
of species and reactions, indicating that increased reaction-pathway resolution can improve overall
accuracy. All mechanisms perform better at fuel-rich conditions than at stoichiometric conditions.
Predicting ignition-delay in lean conditions challenges most mechanisms, with the exception of RNZ
and SD.
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Figure C.3: Logarithmic variance between heritage chemical-kinetics mechanisms and experimen-
tal ignition-delay data plotted as a function of initial mixture temperature. The thick black line
represents the variance between the proposed EVM method and experimental data.
Overall, the mean variance between ignition-delay times predicted by recent detailed chemical-
kinetic mechanisms and experimental ignition-delay data is on the order of 50-100%, and considerably
higher at low temperatures or off-stoichiometric conditions. This motivates the development of the
data-driven induction-evolution model described in Section 4.3.2 that is, in the author’s opinion,
more reliable and efficient than the detailed chemical-kinetic mechanisms in Table 4.2, at least in
terms of metrics described here.
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Figure C.4: Mean variance between experimental ignition-delay data and ignition models including
detailed chemical-kinetic simulations and the proposed EVM model
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Appendix D
Experimental conditions
Table D.1 contains the experimental conditions, including composition, J value, upper and lower
plenum pressures, injector orifice, and corresponding run number for the experiments reported in
this thesis. The freestream Mach number was measured to be M∞ = 1.43 ± 0.2, the freestream
temperature 289 K and the plenum temperature 295 K.
Table D.1: Run parameters
Run Inj. J p0,∞ p0,j X∞ Xj
kPa kPa
1708 RN1 0.88 545 510 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,N2:0.9785 F2:0.005,He:0.995
1712 RN1 0.96 531 558 H2:0.04,NO:0.003,N2:0.957 F2:0.01,He:0.90,,N2:0.09
1714 RN1 0.97 531 558 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,He:0.9,N2:0.095
1718 RN1 0.98 531 552 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,Ar:0.495,He:0.5
1719 RN2 0.96 531 545 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,He:0.9,N2:0.095
1720 RN2 0.95 531 552 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,Ar:0.995
1722 RN1 0.98 531 565 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,Ar:0.995
1724 RI1 0.96 531 552 H2:0.02,NO:0.0015,He:0.04,N2:0.9385 F2:0.005,He:0.86,N2:0.135
